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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, research laboratories, schools and educational environments
are starting to use newer technologies to visualize and explore data. When
looking at virtual reality (VR) and its accompanying technologies, one
could say that VR holds very promising new paradigms for researchers and
lecturers.

Interaction in VR, collaboration between people using VR, scientific
visualization and measurement in VR have been key research topics within
the VR community[75]. However, because VR setups are costly and
require expert knowledge to operate, a wide-spread use of VR technology
in laboratories and classrooms lags behind.

Given the requirements of research and educational environments to
accept and use VR technology, this thesis elaborates on hardware and
software aspects to come to a versatile toolkit and cost-effective classroom
implementation to aid researcher and lecturers.

1.1 Overview of VR

Current VR research can be divided into two groups: finding new technology
for VR (table 1.1) and finding new applications for this technology (table
1.2).

1.1.1 History of VR

Generically speaking, VR is as old as Plato, who noted the concept of a
cave containing models and representations of thoughts. Many philosophers
afterwards have described the thought process as an activity where a virtual
representation of the world is created from our sensory experience.

7



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

topic description
hardware New devices that can be applied in VR. [51]
navigation New methods to have a user walk or fly

through the virtual environment. [87]
interaction New methods to interact with the virtual

environment. [36]
collaboration New methods to allow multiple users to

collaborate on specific tasks. [85]

Table 1.1: Research that finds new technologies for VR.

topic description
particles and molecules A microscopic world is enlarged such that the

user can view and interact with it. [16]
medical research Derived data and (hidden) tissue structures

are scaled and visualized for analysis and
evaluation. [37]

geology and astronomy Large datasets of measurements in or around
the earth are scaled down and visualized so
the user can interact with them. [35]

psychological research The immersive aspect of VR is used to
stimulate patients in analysis or cure of
specific disorders. [68]

Table 1.2: Research that finds new applications for VR.

In 1965, Ivan Sutherland published the The Ultimate Display-paper [83],
marking the birth of VR as we know it today: A set of technologies to
saturate the user’s senses such that the user sees, feels and hears a different,
mathematical and controlled reality. ”A display connected to a digital
computer is a looking glass into a mathematical wonderland. There is no
reason why the objects displayed by a computer have to follow ordinary
rules of physical reality with which we are familiar.” (Sutherland)

Following on this research, Sutherland worked on the first head-mounted
display (Figure 1.1). This head-mounted display was a mechanical arm
containing two miniature Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) devices and a headband.
The user mounts the device, and each eye receives an image from a different
CRT. Through the mechanical arm, a computer is able to calculate the
position and orientation of the user’s head, and adjust what was displayed
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accordingly.

After this, Sutherland worked for the US army to design VR training
facilities. Notable here is the first flight simulator in 1973. VR hardware has
since then traveled from military simulators through the first commercial
head-mounted display developed at NASA Ames in 1985[48]. Even though
head-mounted displays conform to the original idea by Sutherland, regular
displays and projection surfaces provide a much more comfortable and
accurate way to stimulate the user’s visual senses [32].

Figure 1.1: Ivan Sutherland and the first head-mounted display.

1.1.2 VR Hardware

The first completely immersive VR device was built in 1992 by Cruz-Neira et
al.: The CAVE Automated Virtual Environment or CAVE[14]. The CAVE
is essentially a cubic space with stereographic projection surfaces on each
wall. This way, the user is completely immersed in a mathematical reality
and is able to interact using a 6-degree-of-freedom (6DOF) tracking system.
The entire system is driven by an SGI InfiniteReality machine, and special
software allows for access to the trackers and the visualization. Visualization
is realized using active stereographic projection for which the user wears
shutter glasses. Figure 1.2 shows the SAS cube (left), a CAVE setup in
Paris/France, used for artistic purposes, together with the 6DOF tracking
device (right).

Because of the size and cost of the CAVE, smaller similar devices have
been developed. Notable here are the ImmersaDesk [54] (figure 1.4 right),
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Figure 1.2: CAVE (left) and Wand 6 degrees of freedom tracked pointer
(right).

the InfinityWall, the Responsive Workbench[38] and the Personal Space
Station[51].

Figure 1.3: Personal Space Station, operated sitting down using two-handed
interaction with tracked objects

Figure 1.3 shows how the Personal Space Station allows the user to
examine molecular structures, medical data, etc. for prolonged periods of
time. Opposed to the CAVE, ImmersaDesk or Workbench, the user can sit
down, and use tangible objects to manipulate the visualization.

Like the ImmersaDesk and the Personal Space Station, The Responsive
Workbench was designed with medical and laboratory research applications
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in mind, where complete immersion is not a requisite. Although these
devices are not as costly as a CAVE, cost remains an important issue when
considering the use of VR.

Figure 1.4: Workstation (left) and ImmersaDesk (right) VR setups.

Due to the increasing availability of high-end graphics technology, even
today’s commodity PC workstation can be used for VR. A workstation limits
immersive experience for the user, but it is still widely used due its availability
and low cost. Figure 1.4 (left) shows a typical graphics workstation.

An interesting development over the recent 10 years are PC cluster-
driven tiled displays. Such displays are large projection surfaces on which
projector images are tiled together to form one large display. Each projector
is driven by a PC and the PCs are interconnected through a fast network.
Tiled displays are inherently scalable with little or no performance loss. A
tiled display allows for a larger audience than other VR devices, making it
ideally suited for classroom settings. However, writing software for a tiled
display cluster is by no means trivial due to geometric and photometric tile
calibration and synchronized parallel processing issues. Figure 1.5 shows
some examples of tiled displays at various institutions.

1.1.3 VR Software

OpenGL

Everything that is displayed in a 3D environment is based on low-level
graphics as described in [98]. OpenGL is the defacto standard for describing
3D graphics primitives, and widely used in research and commercial areas.
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Figure 1.5: Example of tiled displays at various institutions across the
world. Left and upper-right: NCSA Alliance Display-in-a-Box, Lower-right:
Demonstration at Supercomputing 2001, Center: ICWall (as elaborated in
this thesis)

Scene Graph Libraries

To address 3D graphics at a higher level, a scene graph library can be used.
Scene graph libraries maintain what is to be displayed (the scene) in a tree-
like structure, allowing the programmer to indicate only what changes in
the scene. This has clear performance advantages, presents a much more
intuitive interface to graphics and lifts the programmer from the burden of
actually drawing each primitive every frame.

The traditional standard scene graph library in VR is SGI’s proprietary
OpenGL Performer (formerly Iris Performer) [69]. This is a very complete
scene graph library with emphasis on visual simulation and the high-
performance display of large immersive scenes. OpenGL Performer has
special techniques to optimize what is being displayed.

Next to OpenGL Performer, a scene graph library with more interactive
features is Open Inventor. Open Inventor is the predecessor of the well-
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known VRML-standard [97]. Open Inventor is a library that allows users to
explore 3D shapes. Based on scene graph functionality, Open Inventor adds
manipulation and exploration tools.

Lastly, Reiners et.al. designed an open-source alternative to OpenGL
Performer, OpenSG, to facilitate a portable, extendable and flexible scene
graph extension to OpenGL [53].

Scientific Visualization Software

Scientific visualization is the representation of scalar or vector data (often
measurements or simulation results) graphically as a means of gaining
understanding and insight into the data. In the visualization pipeline the data
undergoes successive transformations and is finally rendered using graphics
primitives in a scene graph.

Transforming and rendering the data is not trivial, so several algorithms
have been developed for this. An example of such an algorithm is the
Marching Cubes algorithm that renders an isosurface representation from
scalar values defined in 3D space [44].

To facilitate the handling, transformation and rendering, a multitude of
visualization libraries and toolkits exists, as well as research to new visual-
ization algorithms[60]. A popular example of a toolkit is the Visualization
Toolkit, or VTK [71]. VTK adds complete visualization functionality in the
form of C function calls. A visualization pipeline can be created by calling
C API functions from a program.

Interaction in VR

VR setups typically have a wide variety of input devices. As noted, the CAVE
comes with a 6DOF tracking system, and data from the trackers should be
processed in order to become useful for the VR application.

Low-level tracker reading is traditionally done with services provided in
the CAVELibrary, a proprietary library that comes with the CAVE or CAVE-
like setups. Tracker data is read using C functions and the resulting vector
data can be incorporated in the application.

At a higher level, several interaction methods have been researched to
facilitate navigation through the visualization or selection of items in the
visualization.
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characterization description
presentations and VR will be used to present
demonstrations visualizations, and to demonstrate what

is recovered from research, or
illustrate what is explained in a
classroom.

measuring VR will be used to measure from
visualized data to allow researchers to
quantify their visualizations.

multiple users The typical audience will range from a
small group of researchers to a filled
classroom of students.

lab or classroom The VR setup will be in the actual
classroom, or in the research lab.

clear integrated Programming and operating the VR setup
software does not require consulting of VR

specialists.
rapid application The researcher or lecturer rapidly
development creates the application or demonstration

required.

Table 1.3: Characterization of VR in laboratory and classroom settings.

1.2 Applicability of VR in Laboratory and

Classroom

For this thesis the primary interest lies in the applicability of VR in
laboratory and classroom settings that can be characterized as shown in
table 1.3.

From table 1.1 we see that research shows that VR holds very promising
new ways to aid researchers and lecturers (the VR non-specialists) in
their work, and is potentially useful for laboratory and classroom settings.
However, the research described in table 1.2 are mostly tight collaborations
between VR researchers and VR non-specialists. Projects here use a specific
approach to VR with specific hardware and specific software.
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1.2.1 Using Existing Technology

To realize a VR setup for laboratory and classroom settings as outlined in
table 1.3 requires a closer look at the aspects of the available technology.

Hardware Shortcomings

The available VR setups suffer from two important shortcomings (next to
cost) when taking table 1.3 into account.

First, The CAVE, Immersadesk, Workbench, etc. are not particularly
useful for classroom settings due to the fact that they only allow at most a
very small audience. A possible solution is an even larger CAVE-based setup
that uses a large screen in a theater setting. As expected, this is a very costly
solution, not readily available to be placed in a classroom.

Second, the mentioned VR setups are not widely available. This means
that researchers and lecturers must plan and travel to be able to fruitfully
use VR. This is very cumbersome, and allows researchers and lecturers to
choose VR only for special occasions.

The only cost-effective alternative, suitable for laboratory and classroom
settings, would be the tiled display. However, tiled displays inherently come
with several challenges that are not trivial: The distribution of graphics
primitives among the tile driving PCs, tile alignment and color correction in
the total image and projecting convincing stereo graphics for the audience.

Software Shortcomings

Taking a closer look at the available software shows that there is a lot of
programming and developing left before a researcher or lecturer can use VR
as outlined in table 1.3.

At the lowest level for computer graphics, even though OpenGL allows
basic graphics to be rendered on a wide variety of VR setups, it is a very
low-level approach that does not suit the needs of the VR non-specialist
researcher or lecturer at all. In order to write an application for VR using
OpenGL, the programmer needs to have a thorough knowledge of computer
graphics and parallel programming.

When looking at projector-based tiled displays, using OpenGL is not
trivial at all. OpenGL is defined for one single output context, and the tile
display consists of several PCs, each driving one tile. The traditional solution
for this is to use Chromium[25], a library that automatically distributes
graphics primitives among the tile driving PCs. However, Chromium does
not take any tile alignment issues into account. Needless to say, the researcher
or lecturer should not be dealing with these issues.
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On the scene graph level, OpenGL performer, or the OpenSG alternative
connect well to existing VR setups like the CAVE, but even though it should
be possible to build Performer on top of OpenGL with Chromium to facilitate
tiled displays, the performance advantages of describing scenes on a higher
level are dismissed by the intrinsics of Chromium (Chromium communicates
OpenGL commands instead of scene graph changes).

Despite this, a complete interactive scientific visualization application
could be built with the CAVELibrary, OpenGL Performer and VTK. Such
an application would allow presentation and demonstration of data in VR as
well as adequate measuring and steering. The researcher or lecturer, however,
is still required to either dive into the intricacies of these libraries and toolkits
or to collaborate with VR specialists to achieve this. When looking at a
tiled display (multiple users, cost-effective) building such an application in
combination with Chromium is even more cumbersome.

Ideally, the VR non-specialist addresses VR at a higher abstraction
level using a simple standard toolkit. This toolkit runs on a multitude of
different VR setups, including tiled displays, workstations or anything else
the researcher or lecturer has available.

1.3 Research Questions

This thesis shows the issues to overcome, the limitations and the scientific
obstacles towards effective use of VR technology by researchers and lecturers
as layed out in table 1.3. Efforts for this include the development of a simple
standard software toolkit for use directly by researchers and lecturers that
are not necessarily specialized in VR. Furthermore, a large stereo projector-
based tiled display was set up in a classroom, running software made with
the toolkit. The display was tested for a year with several lectures, and the
toolkit was tested with a variety of larger and smaller case studies in related
fields of research.

The thesis answers the following research questions:

• How does one set up a fully automatic geometric and photometric
calibration procedure for projector-based tiled displays, such that the
result is accurate enough to produce convincing (stereo) images?

• How does one develop a high-level VR toolkit running on different VR
setups that can be used by VR non-specialists?

• Given a local CT setup and given this toolkit, can one show that
measuring of a molar root canal in 3D benefits from the added value
of VR?
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• What is the added value of classroom VR for education?

1.4 Organization of This Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized in four chapters. Chapter 2 explains
the process of developing and building a projector-based stereo tiled display.
It shows the alignment issues that arise when placing multiple projectors
together, as well as constructional and programming issues. Chapter 3
elaborates on the portable software toolkit, design and implementation, as
well as some smaller case studies. Chapter 4 then shows the practical results
of the RoboCup experiment and a large case study to do dental measurement
in VR using the toolkit, as well as educational experiences with lecturing on
the tiled display of chapter 2. Finally, chapter 5 summarizes the work with
a small discussion.
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Chapter 2

Projector Tiled Display
Calibration

Note: Parts of this chapter have been published before. In particular, the grid
measurement results in section 2.5 and depth and stereo projection tests in
section 2.6 have been published as [90]. Setup work as described in section
2.2 has been published as [66].

2.1 Overview

The most prominent technological aspect of classroom VR involves deploying
a cost-effective, high-resolution, stereo display device that allows for a
large audience to view and interact with the visualization. This can be a
single high-resolution display, or a tiled display where multiple displays are
combined to form one large image.

One of the primary reasons for using a tiled display, rather than a
single large display is scalability. Scalability is a powerful aspect of tiled
displays. To increase the resolution, one can simply add an extra series of
tiles with little or no impact on the performance of the display. With a high
number of tiles, the produced visualization can have a very high resolution.
This is beneficial for high-detail visualization of medical, geographical,
astronomical or chemical data. Regular high-end displays (popular high-
resolution monitors and TVs) are expensive, and currently produce images
of 3 to 5 megapixels. An increase in resolution requires the procurement of
a completely new and more expensive display. For a tiled display, there is
no upper limit to the resolution produced. Large tiled displays go up to 50
megapixels today (roughly 12x8 tiles).

Modern trends show that a display made of TFT panel tiles and

19



20 CHAPTER 2. PROJECTOR TILED DISPLAY CALIBRATION

even stereo TFT panels is a simpler, commercially available and more
viable approach than a display made of projectors [96]. However, for
VR visualizations, a truly seamless display is required where there are no
physically visible borders around each tile. At the time of writing this thesis,
TFT panels have a clear visible border, so tiled displays based on TFT panels
are not considered suitable for our purpose.

Because cost tends to be the key decision factor for such a display, the
display is driven using a PC cluster [21]. Each tile is driven by an individual
PC, and the PCs are interconnected via a fast network. Commonly, special
software splits up the original high-resolution image into tiles and transmits
the tiles across the network to the corresponding PC and projector.

In order to obtain a seamless image across the screen, the tiles need to
be perfectly aligned. One can do this by hand, by physical orientation and
positioning of the projectors. For small tiled displays (say, 2x2 tiles), this
is acceptable, but when the number of tiles increases, manual calibration
becomes very cumbersome. Therefore, several institutes have devised ways
to perform the calibration automatically[10, 24, 61, 62, 82].

Besides calibration, another important aspect in a classroom is the
generation of graphics on the display. To unlock the full potential of VR
technology in a classroom setting, a lecturer requires different types of
graphics to be available on the display simultaneously. This includes 2D
graphics like Powerpoint presentations, PDF viewing and simple interactive
examples, but also immersive 3D visualizations using algorithms and models
like those handled by scientific visualization toolkits. The combination of
these different aspects, as well as maintaining a production environment re-
quire a solution on a higher level than glueing together the OpenGL/OpenGL
Performer/Chromium toolkits in Chapter 1. This is explained in Chapter 3.

Furthermore, for an optimal immersive VR experience, the display should
produce stereo images. This means that a different image is sent to the left
and right eyes of the viewer, so the viewer can perceive depth in the image.
Commonly, there are two techniques to send the images to each individual
eye: active stereo and passive stereo. Figure 2.1 shows both techniques.

For active stereo, images for the left and right eye are displayed
alternatingly, at a high frequency (100-120Hz). The viewer wears shutter
glasses that alternatingly allow light to pass to the left and right eye. The
glasses are synchronized to the projections in such a way that the eyes receive
the correct images. A disadvantage of active stereo is that the use of shutter
glasses inhibits viewing by a large audience (shutter glasses are relatively rare
and come at a cost). Also, active stereo for a tiled display demands that the
projectors are synchronized at said high frequency in order to have all tiles
display the image for the same eye simultaneously.
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infrared
synchronization

viewer

shutterglasses

screen

single high-speed
projector

viewer

polarizing glasses

screen

two projectors

polarizers

Figure 2.1: Active and passive stereo techniques. Left side shows active
stereo, where shutter glasses are synchronized to alternating projector
output. Right side shows passive stereo, where polarization filters are used
to separate images for both eyes.

The alternative, passive stereo, places two projectors such that they
project onto the same surface. One projects for the left eye, the other
for the right eye. To separate the two images for each eye, the light
from each projector is passed through a polarization filter, and the viewer
wears polarized glasses. Usually, the image for the left eye is linearly
polarized at -45 degrees, and the image for the right eye at +45 degrees.
Both projections reach the glasses of the viewer, but only the one with
corresponding polarization can be seen by the corresponding eye. This
technique does not require tight synchronization or high-speed refresh of
the projectors, because the images are not interleaved.

Another advantage of the passive stereo approach is that polarized glasses
are inexpensive, allowing for large audiences to view the visualization.
However, twice the number of projectors are needed, and each projector needs
to be unbiased in polarization, so projectors that already output polarized
light by themselves can not be used for passive stereo.

To summarize the following, we can say:
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• A tiled display allows for scalability of the display resolution.

• Projector-based tiled displays are preferred over TFT panel-based tiled
displays, because the image can be made seamless.

• A low-cost PC cluster is used to drive the tiles of the display.

• The tiles need to be calibrated, and doing this manually is not a viable
option for larger displays.

• Solving the high-level problem of displaying graphics in a classroom
and laboratory setting requires detailed study, and will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 3.

• To have an immersive VR experience, passive stereo is the most suitable
approach for a classroom setting with a large audience.

The rest of this chapter describes how to set up, configure and drive a
projector-driven stereo tiled display. It describes a new method for fully
automatic geometric and photometric calibration of an arbitrary number of
tiles and the issues and limitations involved. Furthermore, it describes the
caveats for generating a seamless stereo image and how to set up and maintain
software for such a display. Our group at the Vrije Universiteit has set up
such a tiled display, the ICWall, in a classroom.

2.2 Construction Details

We have established that a viable solution consists of a set of projectors,
projecting a stereo projection onto a screen, driven by a PC cluster on a
fast network. We will now look at the construction details of the projectors,
the screen material, the projector positioning and the PC cluster for our
classroom tiled display.

Projectors

Table 2.1 and accompanying figure 2.2 show the different available projector
types. All types have advantages and disadvantages when considering a
classroom tiled display.

CRT projectors are based on three cathode-ray tubes. They produce
crisp images at variable resolutions and high refresh rates (up to 200Hz),
making CRT projectors suitable for active stereo projection. However, the
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output is generally not very bright (under 1000 ANSI lumen s), and, from
the considered projectors, CRT projectors cost most (starting at $5000).

For commodity LCD projectors, white light passes through a multicolor
TFT LCD panel. This is inexpensive (starting at $1000) and the use of
a single, bright, light source allows for much brighter images (up to 4000
ANSI lumen). However, the LCD panel is a fixed matrix, meaning that
the projector can only project at a single resolution. Furthermore, when
projecting black, some light will still pass through the LCD panel. Also,
the refresh rate of an LCD projector is limited (up to 100Hz). Due to the
nature of the LCD panel, LCD projectors produce polarized light, making
them unsuitable for passive stereo projection.

For DLP projectors, colored light reflects off a DMD (Digital Micromirror
Device). Again, this is inexpensive (starting at $500) and allows for bright
images (up to 10000 ANSI lumen). DLP projectors have no polarization
preference, making them suitable for passive stereo projection. Low-end
commodity DLP projectors segment a single light source into red, green,
blue and white light that shine onto the DMD in sequence. During the red
period, the DMD reflects the red component of the image, during the green
period, the green component, and so on. During the white period, the DMD
reflects overall luminance of the image. This means the resulting projection
will be more contrastfull. This process however also emphasizes differences
in color response of adjacent projectors in a tiled display, and needs to be
addressed in color calibration.

In short, CRT projectors are not cost-effective, and for a passive stereo
setup, their high speed is not really required. LCD are cost-effective, but
do not output unpolarized light, making them unsuitable for passive stereo
projection. Commodity low-cost DLP projectors are most suitable for a
passive stereo tiled display.

type luminance (ANSI lumen) cost notes
CRT < 1000 > $5000 -
LCD < 4000 > $1000 polarized
DLP < 10000 > $500 contrast boost

Table 2.1: Three projector types considered for the construction of a tiled
display. All values are averaged prices and luminance indications from various
projector vendors [12, 40, 11, 19]
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Figure 2.2: CRT (left), LCD (center) and DLP (right) projectors.

Screen

A tiled display can be set up to be front-projecting or back-projecting. Front-
projection means the projectors are on the viewer’s side of the screen and
back-projection means the projectors are behind the screen. Front-projection
is undesirable, because at reasonable projector angles the viewer can easily
occlude the projectors and cast shadows on the screen.

Back-projection puts several constraints on the screen material. The
screen material should be a good lambertian radiation source. This means
that light coming from a spot on the screen should be distributed equally
in every direction. In practice, such screen material is expensive or even
unavailable, so a certain amount of non-lambertian behavior should be taken
into account when back-projection is considered. Again, correcting for this by
generating a smooth brightness-gradient across the tiles needs to be addressed
in the calibration process.

Next to this, for a proper stereo eye-separation in a passive stereo
environment, the screen should retain the polarization of the light that is
passing through. Commonly, a back-projection screen consists of an acrylic
layer and a special light diffusion layer. Both layers should retain the
polarization in order to produce successful depth vision capabilities.
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Mounting

To mount the projectors we can choose to place them rigidly onto a frame,
or allow some degrees of freedom in the mountings, so the projectors can
be placed and oriented freely. A pan/tilt setup for each projector is not
really commodity hardware and tailor-made special mountings are not cost-
effective. Also, as noted before, calibrating the projectors manually is
a complicated and unwanted task. In practice however, still placing the
projectors as good as possible manually tends to reduce irregularities that
would otherwise have to be compensated for in software. This results in a
better overall image. Geometric calibration, as this is referred to, is described
extensively further along this chapter.

PCs and Network

At the heart of the tiled display are the PCs interconnected via a network.
Such a PC should be a fast graphics-oriented PC able to drive one or two
projectors. The currently available commodity graphics accelerator cards
(GeForce, Radeon, Wildcat, etc.) are well suited for this purpose and often
come with a double output version that can be used for stereo.

For the network it is important that the latency is as low as possible
and the throughput is high enough to transmit graphics (meta) data.
100Mbit/sec Ethernet is adequate for this, and if even lower latencies are
required, Myrinet has been shown to have good performance [7].

The ICWall Site

To summarize the above:

• Commodity DLP-projectors are most suitable for a stereo tiled display.
They are bright, cost-effective and output unpolarized light suitable for
passive stereo projection through polarization separation.

• The screen should be a back-projection screen that retains the polariza-
tion of the projected light in order to convey the passive stereo images
to the audience.

• Instead of expensive pan/tilt mountings, the projectors should be
mounted rigidly onto a frame. Further geometric calibration is done in
the automatic calibration process.

• The PCs need to be fast graphics-oriented PCs, supported by a fast
network.
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As noted earlier, the ICWall site [26] is a classroom equipped with a 4x2
tiled display. Commodity DLP projectors (Philips UGO-X, 1000 Lumen)
are rigidly mounted onto a frame and roughly aligned by hand. We use
a Stewart Film Acrylic back-projection screen of 6x2 meters (Filmscreen
150). The material used in this screen retains the polarization of light that
passes through. Unfortunately, this comes at the cost of non-lambertian
behavior (clearly visible viewer-dependent hot-spots). Each tile has two
projectors, stacked on top of each other. The projectors are equipped with
linear polarization filters. Each set of two projectors is driven by a 1.7GHz
dual-P4 PC with 1GB memory and a GeForce 4 dual output card. The PCs
are interconnected by regular 100Mbit Ethernet and Myrinet for low-latency
networking.

2.3 Calibration Details

Several institutes have shown that the most fruitful way to achieve seamless-
ness is to have software adjust the projector input in such a way that the
outputs combine into a seamless image[10, 24, 61, 62, 82].

For such an implementation, we can define three different areas that
require attention:

Geometric Calibration: Geometric calibration achieves correspondence
between the intended coordinates on the projector surfaces and the
actual coordinates on the screen. Essentially, geometric calibration
finds the homographic transformation that can be applied to each
tile in such a way that a seamless image results of the entire
screen. Once the position and orientation of each projected image
is known, its homographic transformation can be calculated. As soon
as the homographic transformations of all projectors are known, each
projector can be sent a transformed subimage that, combined, gives a
seamless overall display.

For correct geometric calibration, especially when stereo projection is
considered, high accuracy is very important. An inaccurate geometric
calibration is unpleasant, and interferes with stereo eye separation.

Figure 2.3 gives a schematic overview of this. On the left, the images
are unadjusted, and the projector setup causes the images to appear
distorted with a clearly visible overlap region. On the right, the images
are pre-adjusted by software to compensate for the distortion effects.

Photometric Calibration: Photometric Calibration deals with achieving
correspondence between the intended luminance and chrominance and
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Figure 2.3: A two-projector system, uncalibrated and calibrated. On the
left, the images are unadjusted, and projector alignment causes keystone and
overlap effects. On the right, the images are adjusted by software, removing
keystone and overlap effects.

the actual luminance and chrominance. Irregular luminance effects (the
image is brighter in the center, and attenuated towards the edges) and
overlap effects (where two or more projectors overlap) are analyzed
and the image that is projected is adjusted to compensate for these
effects [46, 47]. A large contribution to luminance irregularities is non-
lambertian behavior of the screen material. For a single central viewer,
this effect can be reduced considerably. Also, because the geometric
analysis allows to identify the overlapping areas with great accuracy,
a compensation for luminance effects at the overlap can be generated
automatically.

Then, chrominance calibration analyzes the color space that each
projector can produce. From this analysis, the image that is projected
is adjusted to compensate and allow the entire display to show one
uniform color response. CRT and LCD projectors have a fairly linear
color response, so for these projector types, chrominance calibration
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means looking for a linear transformation of color spaces. As noted
before, commodity DLP projectors add white lamp light to the output,
making the color response non-linear. For a linear response, a primary
color can be dark or bright, but linear steps in the color value produce
corresponding linear steps in the output. For DLP-projectors, a linear
step in the color value will not only increase the color brightness,
but also change the output to white (by adding pure lamp light). A
correct chrominance calibration for DLP projectors should take this
into account.

Viewpoint Calibration: Viewpoint calibration achieves a correspondence
between the intended location of the viewer (in the virtual world that
is being rendered) and the actual location of the viewer in front of
the screen. For correct 3D stereo visualizations, only implementing
stereo eye separation is not enough [57, 73]. It is important to project
the virtual 3D world for both eyes in such a way that the perspective
distortion corresponds with reality. Otherwise, the image is distorted
unnaturally and viewing is unpleasant (possibly resulting in headaches
or nausea). Figure 2.4 shows the important aspects of the utilized
perspective distortion, or the viewing frustum, for each eye of the
viewer. The inter-ocular distance describes the distance between the
viewer’s eyes and the fusion point is the point (on the screen) that the
viewer focuses on.

Now for each tile, we need to infer the local off-axis viewing frustum
(from the geometric calibration results) for each eye in such a way that
the combined tiles form the correct viewing frustum.

Like photometric calibration, only one viewer can be addressed in this
way. Traditional virtual reality environments use head-tracking. This
means that the position and orientation of the viewer is measured,
and the image perspective can be calculated correctly for the viewer,
regardless of the viewer’s position. For tiled displays with multiple
viewers in the audience this is not the case, thus a good choice for a
fixed viewer amidst the audience should be made.

Research on luminance and chrominance matching shows that chromi-
nance variations between projectors of different brands are mainly due to
luminance variations [47]. In other words, when two adjacent images have
different luminance responses, chrominance aberrations become more visible.
A proper processing of luminance variations would reduce the need for
chrominance adjustment.
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Figure 2.4: Important aspects in depth vision: viewing frustum depicted
from above, inter-ocular distance and fusion point.

Various institutes have performed research on DLP white segment
technology and the applicability for tiled displays. Most notable here is
recent research by Majumder et al. showing that non-homogeneous (i.e.
mixed vendor/technology) display walls can be calibrated for luminance and
chrominance [45]. They give a complete and generalized solution for the
problem.

Due to temporal constraints we use a homogeneous (i.e. same ven-
dor/technology) tiled display, and we follow one of Majumder’s conclusions
and focus mainly on obtaining a model to calibrate luminance only [47].

To summarize calibration aspects, we conclude the following:

• For geometric calibration, an accurate method to retrieve correspon-
dence as well as a model that can adequately describe the projection
characteristics are required.

• Photometric calibration should compensate for non-lambertian screen
behavior.

• Viewpoint calibration relies on a good setup of the viewing frustum,
inter-ocular distance and fusion point.
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Inherent Limitations and Compromises

As noted, the non-lambertian screen behavior, as well as the production of
stereo images are inherently viewer-dependent. Some of the compromises are
that luminance calibration, as well as stereo perspective is always calibrated
only for one viewer amidst the audience. Optionally, luminance calibration
can be integrated for several viewers to reflect an average of the audience.
Then, however, the calibration is suboptimal for every viewer.

In the following sections we chart the models for geometric and pho-
tometric calibration (Section 2.4), we look at the practical aspects of
obtaining correspondence (section 2.5 and 2.6) and finally explain how this
correspondence can be incorporated to pre-warp and attenuate the input
images to the projector (Section 2.7).

2.4 Charting Calibration Models

As described previously, calibration is finding a correspondence between the
pixels on the projector surface and pixels on the screen surface. Models are
required to represent the position and orientation of each projector as well
as the luminance of each pixel.

Commonly, analysis of the correspondences is done by placing a CCD
camera in front of the display, and photographing specially designed stimuli
from the projectors. These photographs are then analyzed using computer
vision techniques and transformations for geometry and luminance are
generated. Figure 2.5 shows a setup for this.

Geometry

Each projector projects onto the screen surface. This projection transforms
the image according to a homographic transformation. This is a 2D to 2D
transformation that models the perspective projection of a rectangular image
onto a plane.

In addition to the position and orientation of the projectors, the image is
distorted by irregularities in the projector due to off-axis projection and the
fact that commonly cost-effective lenses are used. Because a CCD camera
is used, lens distortions of the camera should be taken into account as well.
However, modeling both camera lens distortion and projector lens distortion
would severely complicate the calibration process. Also, projector lens
distortions cause disturbing local distortions, whereas camera lens distortions
only contribute to a slight global irregularity.
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Figure 2.5: Calibration setup where a CCD camera captures stimuli sent to
the projectors.

The actual calibration recognizes a set of features in the projected stimuli.
A model for projection and lens distortion is fitted to these features using a
non-linear least-squares fitting algorithm. It is important that the parameters
of the model do not interfere with each other, otherwise the parameters can
be unidentifiable, e.g. from a product of two parameters, only the product
can be estimated and not the individual parameters. This makes it ”virtually
impossible” to model camera lens distortions, because the parameters for the
camera lens interfere with the projection parameters of each projector, or for
a low number of tiles, with the projector lens distortion model.

Homographic Transformation

Let SP be the projector space, where 2D coordinates indicate pixels on the
frame buffer of the projector, normalized to (0 . . . 1, 0 . . . 1).

Now, let SS be the screen space, where 2D coordinates indicate positions
on the tiled display screen plane. Because the screen is a plane, and the
projection is a frustum that intersects with this plane, the projection can be
defined as a homographic transformation:
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Where the third coordinate behaves like a perspective denominator:
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(2.3)
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(2.4)

Or in short:

xS =
axP + byP + c

gxP + hyP + 1
(2.5)

yS =
dxP + eyP + f

gxP + hyP + 1
(2.6)

Here, a . . . h are the parameters of the transformation. Figure 2.6 shows
the transformation. The transformed projector image is called the projector
quadrilateral or simply projector quad and bounds all points on the screen
displayable by the projector.

Camera Space

The camera is placed perpendicularly to the screen S. This introduces
the camera space SC , where 2D coordinates indicate pixels on the CCD.
Because lens distortions of the camera are not taken into account, going
from screen space to camera space is a plain homographic transformation
as well. Homographic transformations are matrix transformations, and can
therefore be concatenated to form an overall transformation that transforms
from projector space SP to camera space SC :

HP→C = HS→CHP→S (2.7)

For the rest of this text, the homographic transformation denotes HP→C.
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Figure 2.6: The homographic transformation transforms the projector image
from projector to screen space.

Projector Lens Distortions

Complete physical lens modeling [27] introduces many new parameters of
which several interfere with the parameters of the homographic transforma-
tion. The lens model is multiplied with the above HP→C, so the individual
parameters are not identifiable anymore. For our approach, we model the
projector lens distortion generically, by a radial Taylor expansion. A small
investigation shows that only second-order terms are significant. Lower
order terms interfere with the projection model and higher order terms have
insignificant contribution. This leaves us with:

r(xin, yin) =
√

(xin − φ1)2 + (yin − φ2)2 (2.8)

xout = xin + φ3r(xin, yin)
2 (2.9)

yout = yin + φ4r(xin, yin)
2 (2.10)

Here, r is the radius of the coordinate xin, yin around the center of the
distortion (φ1, φ2). φ3 and φ4 are the quadratic coefficients.
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Luminance

As noted, the largest contribution to luminance irregularities is the fact that
the screen is not a lambertian source (see figure 2.7). This way, the geometry
of the projectors behind the screen as well as the geometry of the viewer with
respect to the screen cause the screen to show luminance maxima (bright
spots).

Figure 2.7: A tiled display projecting full white on all tiles, viewed from
various viewpoints in the audience. Note that the luminance irregularities
are viewer-dependent, thus a perfect compensation does not exist.

Lambertian Source

For each projector, the non-lambertian luminance irregularities can be
modeled again by a second-order polynomial in the distance to the center
of a local luminance maximum:

r(xin, yin) =
√

(xin − θ1)2 + (yin − θ2)2 (2.11)

g(xin, yin) = θ3 − θ4r(xin, yin) − θ5r(xin, yin)
2 (2.12)

r(xin, yin) is the radius of the point with respect to the center of the
luminance maximum (θ1, θ2). g(xin, yin) is the resulting luminance, θ3, θ4

and θ5 are parameters of the quadratic model.

2.5 Geometric Correspondence

With the models described in the previous section (equations 2.1 through
2.12) the calibration process can be set up. This section shows the practical
aspects and gives a quantitative indication of the quality of the calibration.
To ensure high accuracy and high precision in recognizing stimulus features,
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Figure 2.8: The checkerboard stimulus of a tile, captured by the CCD camera
(left), and the result of applying a matched filter to detect the crossings
(right).

a checkerboard pattern is projected and photographed by the CCD camera.
Figure 2.8 (on the left) shows such a pattern, captured by the camera. This
type of stimulus is chosen due to the high (sub-pixel) accuracy with which
the checkerboard crossings can be detected.

This recognition process results in a list of landmarks. This list is then
processed by a non-linear least-squares fitting algorithm in order to retrieve
the parameters for the homographic transformation and the projector lens
distortions.

Recognizing Stimulus Features

The crossings of the checkerboard pattern can be detected by performing a
convolution of the captured image with a matched filter that has an extreme
response where the filter matches the crossing [95]. Such a filter is defined in
its general form by:

g(x, y) = I(x, y) ⊗

⎛
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⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(2.13)

where g(x, y) denotes the response of the matched filter at position (x, y)
of the image I(x, y) and the matched filter is a (2n + 1) by (2n + 1) matrix
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where (2n + 1) is known as the filter size.

At intermediate positions, the outcome of the convolution will approxi-
mate 0. Figure 2.8 (on the right) shows a graphical representation of such
a response. The white and black dots indicate full match and full anti-
match (a checkerboard crossing where white and black are swapped). Various
highly efficient schemes have been developed for the implementation of such
convolutions.

When noise is present in the input image I, the danger exists of accepting
false positives in the responses. This can be reduced by accepting only those
locations where the matched filter responses exceed a preset threshold T0.

Note that the size of the matched filter is correlated to the size of the
checkerboard blocks. Optimal response is achieved with checkerboard blocks
that are at least half the filter size. For every crossing, all four edges leading to
the crossing are matched in the filter. When the blocks are smaller, adjacent
crossings interfere with each other, resulting in a suboptimal localization.
Larger blocks do not yield more information.

Sub-pixel Localization of Stimulus Features

The localization procedure described so far leads to an estimated position
at pixel precision. Further analysis shows that also sub-pixel localization
can be obtained [95]. A computationally inexpensive approach is based on
the center-of-mass calculation of the responses to the matched filter [93]. It
has been shown that the center of mass is an accurate approximation to
the correlation extremum. Again when dealing with noisy input images,
one should threshold the responses taken into account for the sub-pixel
localization.

In general this sub-pixel localization is given by:

δu0 =

∑
y

∑
x t(g(u0 + x, v0 + y))x∑

y

∑
x t(g(u0 + x, v0 + y))

(2.14)

δv0 =

∑
y

∑
x t(g(u0 + x, v0 + y))y∑

y

∑
x t(g(u0 + x, v0 + y))

(2.15)

t(r) = { 0 : r < T1

r : r ≥ T1
(2.16)

with (u0, v0) the location of the crossing at pixel level and (δu0, δv0) the
sub-pixel offsets. The function t(r) effectively rules out points with a response
below the threshold T1. The summations are over a symmetric square of
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(2n + 1) by (2n + 1) points, centered around (u0, v0), with (2n + 1) being,
again, the filter size.

Although in theory, false positives and false negatives can occur, the a-
priori knowledge of the input pattern effectively rules out false positives and
likewise makes false negatives easy to detect.

Fitting the Homographic Transformation

As noted, from the recognized feature list and corresponding stimulus source
coordinates, we can obtain the homographic transformation. The parameters
of the homographic transformation are orthogonal, so all found features on
the projector surface can be fitted simultaneously using a non-linear least-
squares fitting process [4].

Robustness of this fit puts another criterium on the choice of checkerboard
crossings. Namely, the more crossings that are available, the more precise
each parameter can be fitted. The choice of checkerboard squares is
therefore a tradeoff between precise parameters (many crossings) and
accurate crossings (large blocks).

Direct Measurement Results

To show the effect of sub-pixel localization and lens distortion modeling, a
series of measurements have been done at the ICWall tiled display site. The
metric used is the average error distance. This is the average of all distances
between measured crossings and model results after parameters have been
fitted. The metric is expressed in millimeters on the surface of the screen
(in screen space), measured at the center of the screen. These values can be
calculated by comparing camera distances with a calibration distance of one
meter on the screen.

Table 2.2 show the average error distance for a 1x1 tile setup, using
different block sizes and a fixed filter size of 9 pixels. A larger filter size
would not add much information, considering the low amount of noise in the
captured image. Table 2.2 suggests that the most optimal (lowest error) are
large blocks (6x6, 325 pixels).

Note again that this might be expected, but it is important to realize
that using fewer crossings for the fitting process decreases the precision of
the parameters. Table 2.3 shows that for the parameter h of the homographic
transformation, the actual values are comparable for different block sizes, but
the error is much lower for 18x18 blocks than it is for 6x6 blocks. For an
18x18 pattern, there is more information available to make a more precise
estimation of the parameters.
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pattern horz. block size (pixels) avg. err. dist. (mm)
6x6 325 0.9
8x8 244 1.1

10x10 195 1.1
12x12 162 1.4
14x14 139 1.5
16x16 122 1.5
18x18 108 1.6

Table 2.2: Average error distance as function of checkerboard block size. The
larger the number of blocks, the smaller each block.

pattern parameter h error in h
6x6 0.020 ± 0.008

12x12 0.018 ± 0.004
18x18 0.017 ± 0.003

Table 2.3: Estimation error for parameter h of the homographic
transformation, deduced from the covariance matrix of the fit. Note that
the suggestive 6x6 (lowest distance in Table 2.2) has the highest standard
deviation (lowest precision).

Table 2.4 shows the average error distances for various tile configurations.
The column marked as plain shows the error distances for a situation where
sub-pixel localization and lens distortion modeling are not used. Here we see
a steady increase in error, as the camera gets further away from the screen
(larger number of tiles with each tile covering fewer camera pixels). The
column marked as subp shows the error distances for a situation where only
sub-pixel localization is used, but no lens distortions are modeled.

After an initial setup peak at 2x2 we see the same steady increase for
larger setups. The column marked as LDM indicates the error distances for
a situation where both sub-pixel localization and lens distortion modeling
are applied.

The result of applying sub-pixel localization and lens distortion modeling
to the 8-projector ICWall tiled display can be seen in Figure 2.9. Overlap
has been corrected as well to facilitate viewing the alignment. For a typical
viewer distance in the order of several meters, errors in geometric alignment
are unnoticeable.
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tiles plain (mm) subp. (mm) LDM (mm)
1x1 0.9 0.8 0.6
2x2 1.2 0.9 0.5
3x2 1.2 1.0 0.5
4x2 1.4 1.0 0.6

Table 2.4: Average error distance for plain, with sub-pixel and with
lens distortion modeling for an 8x8 checkerboard pattern on various tile
configurations

Figure 2.9: Unaligned (left) and aligned (right) tiles. Note the bad geometric
correspondence and clear bright overlap regions that appear in the unaligned
image and are corrected for in the aligned image.

Grid Measurement Results

The accuracy of our alignment was measured by displaying a set of horizontal
and vertical lines that, based on calibration information, should be placed
with intervals of exactly 10 cm. Physical measurement of the real distances
between lines on the screen (Figure 2.10) gives an indication of the error
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Figure 2.10: Physical measurement to measure the accuracy of the geometric
calibration.

within the calibration system. If, for example, camera lens distortions is
not compensated for, big errors appear along the edges of the screen, where
the lens distortion is worst. When using our full calibration procedure only
very small errors are found, varying from about 1mm for the central areas of
the ICWall to 5mm closer to the borders. Further, from this experiment it
became clear that our method delivered very good geometric continuity over
the tiles. The quality of the alignment procedure (4 tiles involved) is shown
in Figure 2.13. In the center of the screen, the middle of the bright white
cross is drawn by all 4 tiles overlapping that area. Practically, there is no
visible mis-alignment, which is a very good result.

2.6 Luminance and Viewpoint Correspon-

dence

Modeling Screen Material

To estimate the parameters of the second order function that describes the
non-lambertian screen behavior, all projectors are set to output a specific
level of gray on all pixels. A capture is made of the outputs of the projectors.
Now, for each projector, a rectangular area is cut out that contains pixels
from only that projector. Overlap regions are not taken into account, because
they describe behavior corresponding to more than one projector.
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Figure 2.11: Uncalibrated (left) and calibrated (right) luminance responses.
The histograms show a clear narrowing of the luminance range.

For every pixel in such a rectangle, coordinate-value triplets (x, y, value)
are put in a list. Because this list contains too many triplets (in the order of
106 values per rectangle), it is averaged. This averaging process replaces a
group of triplets with its average, resulting in a smaller list of triplets.

Next, this list is fitted to the second order function described in equation
2.12 using, again, a non-linear least-squares fitting method. The resulting
parameters describe the non-lambertian behavior of each tile, and can be
used to evenly correct the luminance distribution.

Results

Figure 2.11 (left) shows the non-lambertian luminance distribution that is
used as input to obtain the parameters for the luminance model for each
projector. Multiplying the input with the inverse of this model results in
figure 2.11 (right). Note that the histograms show a clear narrowing of the
luminance range.
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Figure 2.12: Viewpoint calibration and visual scene registration test: front
view.

2.6.1 Depth Vision & Stereo Projection Tests

To test the viewpoint calibration and depth perception, we performed an
augmented reality test where the virtual scene would extend the length of
two real-world boxes. The boxes were placed on known positions on a table
in front of the screen, but not physically touching the screen. The stereo
camera viewpoints were calibrated for a known viewing position in the room.
We used meters as the metric for the virtual scene.

The stereo images were captured using a camera positioned in a known
viewing position (Figures 2.12 and 2.13). The geometric continuity over the
tiles is preserved not only in the screen plane with the grid, but also in the
depth, see the checkerboard pattern in the ground plane. The registration
test, where we tried to match physical with virtual object, shows that the real
and virtual perspective nicely correspond. There is a little mis-registration,
which was probably caused by the placement of the camera-on-tripod.

Overall, the test shows that we can convincingly present depth informa-
tion in stereo. During immersive applications and presentations we use a set
of predefined viewpoints in the classroom (i.e. sitting in the first row, or in
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Figure 2.13: Viewpoint calibration and visual scene registration test: left
side view.

the middle of the classroom, or standing 2 meters from the screen).

2.7 Realizing Correspondence

With a transformation for the geometry and a functional estimation for the
luminance response of each projector, we can now configure the contents of
the display and realize a large seamless image.

Processing Pixel Values

Luminance response can be captured in a function that transforms an
incoming pixel value to a pixel value for the display. This function can
be written as follows:

�cout,p(xp, yp, �cin,p) = Lp(xp, yp) �cin,p (2.17)

Here, �cin,p is the pixel value that is fed to the projector, or, the intended
color. Lp(xp, yp) is the position-dependent luminance response for projector
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p. This function attenuates the color in such a way that non-lambertian
behavior is compensated for, as well as attenuation of the overlap areas.

Overlap Regions

Where two projectors overlap, there is an added luminance that should
be taken into account. Using the knowledge about the projector quads of
each tile as well as the wanted configuration (usually a rectangle within all
projector quads that will contain the seamless image), we can reconstruct
the overlap regions. Performing quad-quad intersections between adjacent
projector quads yields the overlap polygons. These polygons can then be
transformed back to projector space of each participating projector.

projector 1

projector 2

screen

overlap region

Figure 2.14: Luminance response of two projectors and the overlap area;
applying gradients to both responses results in a smooth transition of one
projector to the other.

Figure 2.14 indicates an overlap region with adjusted responses of both
projectors. These adjustments are simply multiplied into Lp(xp, yp).

Fast Geometry

Geometric correction affects two things. First, the geometric transformations
found tell the graphics system which part of the full image (or 3D scene) needs
to be sent to which tile. Second, it tells each tile how to transform the pixels.

Drawing 3D scenes onto a screen is commonly done using OpenGL.
OpenGL presents a programming model with which a programmer can
visualize 3D data. Part of this programming model is the 4x4 homogeneous
transformation matrix that can express the entire transformation from source
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3D data to 2D screen coordinates, including translation, rotation, scaling and
the viewing frustum.

Performance-wise, it would be beneficial if also the homographic transfor-
mations of the geometric calibration can be expressed using this matrix. As
all matrix operations are multiplied together into one matrix, this would then
imply that the geometric transformation comes at no performance penalty
whatsoever. Taking a closer look shows that we want to express two distinct
reciprocal transformations, namely the viewing frustum transformation and
the geometric calibration for the tile projectors. The OpenGL matrix can,
however, only express a single reciprocal transformation. Despite of this, it
is possible to design an approximation to express both transformations in
the OpenGL matrix. This approximation excludes lens distortion effects and
is not overly suitable for stereo output, as the left over image distortions
interfere with correct stereo separation.

Orienting the 3D scene for each tile basically comes down to applying
scalings and translations to the already existing matrix. The final reciprocal
transformation that is to be applied to the OpenGL matrix is based on the
inverse of the homographic transformation found for each tile:

H−1 =

⎛
⎜⎝

an bn cn

dn en fn

gn hn in

⎞
⎟⎠ (2.18)

H−1 is the inverse of the homographic transformation as outlined in
equation 2.1. To apply this transformation to the OpenGL matrix (i.e.
multiply with), we define MH as follows:

MH =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

an bn 0 cn

dn en 0 fn

0 0 1 − |cn| − |fn| 0
gn hn 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2.19)

Accurate Geometry

For a more accurate geometric transformation (for instance, when using
stereo), the OpenGL matrix is not enough. In order to process both
reciprocal transformations accurately, two rendering passes are required. The
first pass has each tile render a rectangular sub-image of the entire screen
in memory. To render the sub-images, each tile uses an off-axis sub-frustum
that maps the sub-image onto the entire image (Figure 2.15). The OpenGL
matrix can be used to express this completely.
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Figure 2.15: An off-axis sub-frustum is used to render the sub-image onto
the tile.

The second pass takes the rectangular sub-image memory and maps it
onto the tile using a per-pixel algorithm. This can be done via explicit
CPU code, or by using texture mapping hardware, which in essence encodes
a homographic transformation as well. Needless to say, utilizing texture
mapping hardware is the fastest method.

Luminance

Using what is called an alpha mask we can approximate the luminance
conversions. An alpha mask multiplies each pixel of each channel (red, green
or blue) with a value, essentially allowing each pixel to be modulated as
follows:
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�cout,p(xp, yp, �cin,p) = Ap(xp, yp) �cin,p (2.20)

Like equation 2.17, �cin,p is the intended pixel value. Ap(xp, yp) is the
alpha function for projector p that multiplies with the intended pixel value
to yield the pixel value that should be sent to the projector, in order to get
the intended pixel value on the screen. Because Lp(xp, yp) is a multiplicative
luminance function, it can be modeled within Ap(xp, yp) completely.

2.8 Putting it all together

Figure 2.16 gives an outline of the complete calibration procedure. For the
geometric calibration, a photograph is taken from the checkerboard stimulus.
Analysis of this photograph produces the homographic transformations as
well as definitions of the overlap regions. For photometric calibration, a
luminance stimulus is projected and a photograph is taken as well. Analysis
again produces luminance transformations.

From predefined frustum definitions (say, for a user in front of the screen
at 3 meter distance) and the homographic transformations we then derive
OpenGL projection matrices for the visualization pipeline. The luminance
transformations together with the overlap regions produce the alpha masks
with which to multiply the resulting image for each projector.

This procedure is automatic, so with camera in place, the user can
calibrate the system by the press of a button. When geometric, photometric
and viewpoint correspondence is reached, only the visualization software
remains.

For visualization we base all output on Aura, a distributed rendering
system elaborated in Chapter 3. For 2D desktop graphics (powerpoint
presentations, text rendering, etc.) we use a VNC client that simply copies
the desktop of a standalone machine to the tiles of the display. This way, most
existing applications ’run’ on the tiled display. For native 3D visualization,
applications can be written in Aura directly.

2.9 Discussion

This chapter shows how a high-resolution stereo tiled display can be
realized using low-cost commodity components, using a novel automatic
calibration method. Our setup uses the cost effective approach for image
separation: passive stereo using linear polarization. We achieve sufficient
stereo separation with this.
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Figure 2.16: The complete calibration procedure.

Despite the differences in color and intensity of each projector and the
non-Lambertian characteristics of our screen, we show that it is possible to
generate a convincing stereo image. The best view on the stereo projection is
from the central axis in the middle of the room. At larger viewing angles, the
hot-spots become more visible, because of the non-Lambertian characteristics
of the screen.

This accurate calibration enables us to properly align left and right-eye
images. By performing photometric calibration we can compensate for the
difference in luminance over the surface of the screen for a particular viewing
position. Finally, calculation of the correct viewing frustum by taking into
account the viewer position, the inter-ocular distance and the fusion point,
makes the stereo image comfortable to watch.

Even though setting up a stereo tiled display is cumbersome, the benefits
are worth the work. Using automatic calibration, the user can comfortably
show 3D stereo visualization and incorporate this in education and research
activities. As mentioned, a stereo tiled display is scalable and allows many
viewers to watch the visualization simultaneously.



Chapter 3

Software Infrastructure

Note: Parts of this chapter have been published before. Section 3.4 has been
published as [22], from section 3.3 the subsection about parallel Aura as [91]
and section 3.5 as [63].

This chapter presents an easy-to-use integrated toolkit for interactive
visualization for many different VR devices. The toolkit defines a framework
to build applications that allow the user to interact with arbitrary simulation
software and describe virtual measurement tools for visualized data.

3.1 Introduction

To address the research question ”How does one develop a high-level VR
toolkit running on different VR setups that can be used by domain experts?”
two terms need to be defined:

• different VR setups: A VR setup is a combination of hardware
and system software that allows one or more users to be (partially)
immersed in a computer generated virtual world. This includes
(stereo) display technology, the use of input devices and motion
tracking devices, force feedback, organization of the hardware (cluster,
supercomputer, workstation, network, etc.) and low-level system
software (operating system, daemons, graphics drivers, etc.).

• Domain Experts: A domain expert has little or no knowledge of the
intrinsics of a VR setup. Domain experts want to use VR technology to
visualize data, interact with this data, present measurements or visually
explain abstract concepts, without requiring detailed knowledge of the
underlying intrinsics.

49
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Traditionally, the combination of the CAVElibrary [13], OpenGL Per-
former [69] and visualization tools [86, 92, 15] are used to control a VR
setup. One could argue that such a combination already fulfills the need
to a great extent. The CAVElibrary was designed to provide a basic
software layer for the CAVE, the ImmersaDesk and similar supercomputer
devices. OpenGL Performer then connects to the CAVElibrary and allows
the programmer to use higher level graphics paradigms. However, over the
years, developments in graphics and input device technology have made it
possible to use more cost-effective devices like PCs, clusters of PCs, gaming
consoles and even laptops [6]. Some libraries exist that support similar
paradigms like the CAVElibrary (VRJuggler [30]) and OpenGL Performer
(OpenSG[53], OSG[8]) for more generic PC-based setups. However, all
libraries address only a specialized part of the overall problem of bringing
VR technology to the domain expert.

In some cases, using existing libraries only allows very limited access to
VR technology. If one wants to treat a cluster of PCs driving stereo projectors
(like outlined in Chapter 2) as a VR setup, the only possible solution is
to use Chromium to provide a basic OpenGL-compatible layer, and then
use OpenGL Performer or OpenSG to display the graphics. The possible
performance-gain due to the parallel nature of the cluster is completely
ignored.

The ideal toolkit addresses the two main issues, different VR setups
and domain experts, or rather, portability and ease of use. Different VR
setups means that the toolkit should be portable and define a high-level
basic structure to model the VR environment. To make the toolkit for
domain experts means that the toolkit should define (more abstract) easy
to use concepts, away from VR-specific technological details of the setup,
and towards what the domain experts want to do with VR.

To address all of the above, this chapter shows how to develop a high-level
toolkit that allows domain experts to use VR technology in laboratory and
classroom settings. The toolkit will be tested using the setup described in
Chapter 2, and various real-world experiments in Chapter 4 show the uses
and limitations of the toolkit [72, 88, 91, 93, 23, 90].

3.2 Motivation

A domain expert should rely on the functionality of one toolkit. This
toolkit provides communication, presentation, measurement paradigms and
interactive VR. With little programming effort, the domain expert should
create an interactive VR application that suits the needs of the field of
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setup hardware input devices
CAVE parallel supercomputer motion tracking
ImmersaDesk parallel supercomputer motion tracking
InfinityWall parallel supercomputer motion tracking
Responsive Workbench parallel supercomputer motion tracking
PC Workstation PC keyb., mouse
Laptop PC keyb., mouse/pad
Desktop VR (parallel) PC motion tracking
PC Cluster PC cluster, network keyb., mouse
ICWall (Chapter 2) PC cluster, projectors keyb., mouse
Game Console proprietary game controller

Table 3.1: Various VR setups addressed by the toolkit

research.

Portability

Table 3.1 shows various setups that the toolkit should be addressing. A
setup can be driven by a single CPU, or by a network of CPUs, either as a
multiprocessor supercomputer, or as a cluster of networked PCs. Also, the
graphics capabilities and display technology varies among the setups. The
CAVE has one projector for each of the (up to) 6 walls, whereas the laptop
has one TFT screen. More importantly, the user is immersed in the CAVE,
but simply looks at the laptop from a distance. Then there is our projector
setup at the Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam, as described in Chapter 2,
where several PCs, each driving two projectors, make up one seamless stereo
image on a large screen. The toolkit will have to address all of the above
using a single model.

Also, the setups allow very different approaches for interaction. There is
no keyboard available in a CAVE, but keyboard support is mandatory for
a laptop. Motion tracking doesn’t exist on the ICWall, but is the input of
choice in the CAVE, and key to the popular Nintendo Wii game console.
Again, the toolkit will have to address all of the above using a single model.

The Scene Graph

One successful abstraction away from technical details of the underlying
graphics hardware is the introduction of Scene Graphs [69, 97, 53]. By design,
OpenGL (or any low-level API) is very close to the underlying graphics
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hardware. The programmer has to explicitly specify the hardware graphics
operations for each connected screen or projector, and this is not a trivial
task, certainly not on multiprocessor machines or clusters. Contrary to this,
a programmer can use a scene graph library, where he defines the scene in a
structured and object-oriented fashion. Instead of graphics operations, the
programmer passes a data structure to the scene graph rendering system.
This system will then render the graph optimally for the underlying graphics
hardware.

Specifying graphics in a scene graph also greatly simplifies tasks like
animation, motion and navigation. Figure 3.1 shows an example scene graph.
The graph contains a light, a camera and a set of objects in a hierarchical
tree. Every node in the tree has basic properties, like orientation, position,
scale, etc. These properties are defined with respect to the parent of the
node. This means that when the parent moves, the children move with the
parent automatically. In Figure 3.1, a change of orientation of the airplane
carrier implies that the underlying nodes (the plane and deck hand) turn and
move as well. Moving the plane, however, has no effect on the position of
the carrier.

Figure 3.1: Example of a scene graph.

For a toolkit that covers the setups from Table 3.1, the VR setup should
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not be modeled in terms of screens, projectors or CPUs, but rather as a view
in a scene graph. This way, the underlying rendering system can take care
of all hardware intrinsics, all possible multiprocessor and cluster networking
issues, and so on. The programmer now only has to concentrate on specifying
the scene graph at a higher level.

Interaction

The various input techniques used in the different setups require dif-
ferent programming models to access them. In the beginning years of
the home computer, a keyboard was simply an area of shared memory
that a program could read and decode. The programmer needed to
be aware of keyboard intrinsics up to the level of the actual physical
key switches. A similar technique was used for mice, track-balls and
early analog joysticks. With the increasing popularity of the PC in the
recent 30 years, the keyboard, mouse, and other peripherals are now
integrated in the operating system and simply generate events in an operating
system message loop. Typical keyboard events are keypress(key) and
keyrelease(key). Typical mouse events are buttonpress(x,y,button),
buttonrelease(x,y,button), mousemove(x,y), mousewheel(x,y,delta).
In 2D desktop environments, these events are commonly used to drive visual
cues on the screen (widgets) that present the user interface to the application.

For VR applications, there is no higher-level event and widget standard.
Motion trackers work by having a daemon process read the actual hardware
and update a piece of shared memory with new values for the position and
orientation of each tracker, much like keyboards in the 1970s. The toolkit
should utilize various input devices and present a more abstract programming
interface in which the programmer does not need to know the actual hardware
intrinsics.

Functionality

When the hardware is successfully abstracted and the toolkit can be used on
the various setups, the domain expert still has a very basic graphics and
input system. The domain expert researcher is interested in things like
data visualization, measuring and steering. The domain expert lecturer
is interested in visualization of abstract concepts, lecture presentation
and visual demonstration. Ideally, the toolkit provides functionality to
incorporate the following:

• Data Visualization: The programmer defines an arbitrary data(sub)set,
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and how he wants to visualize it. The toolkit then converts this to
graphics primitives in the scene graph.

• Measuring: The programmer defines measuring tools to perform direct
measurements in the visible scene graph.

• Steering: The programmer specifies interactive elements in the scene
graph that connect to an external database, experiment or simulation.
New data from this external source is visualized in the scene graph as
a result.

• Presentation: The toolkit comes with a set of simple applications that
allow a user to show presentations.

• Demonstration: The programmer can easily build a small simulation
to explain a specific concept in a lecture.

Note that the functionality is described for programmers and users. A
programmer in this context is someone that understands C++ programming
and can create applications using the toolkit. A user here is someone that is
only interacting with an application based on the toolkit. Note that both are
still domain experts, because the intrinsics of the underlying VR technology
are abstracted by the toolkit.

The Toolkit

The scene graph, as well as the interaction widgets for VR, form the core
two parts of the toolkit that was developed at the Vrije Universiteit in
Amsterdam. The scene graph hardware abstraction is called Aura and the
VR widget set is called VIRPI. Next to Aura and VIRPI, integration with the
CAVEStudy project of Luc Renambot has shown fruitful in various steering
experiments [63]. Finally, several small applications have been built to aid
researchers and lecturers in the use of VR by means of the toolkit. Figure
3.2 shows an overview of Aura, VIRPI and CAVEStudy.

3.3 Aura

Aura defines a set of C++ classes that describe nodes in a scene graph, classes
that describe resource objects, and utility functions to create and manipulate
the virtual world. Figure 3.3 shows the UML static diagram of the classes in
Aura. Each class is based on the caClass base class.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of Aura, VIRPI and CAVEStudy.

Figure 3.3: Aura static class structure.
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System initialization and control of the input devices is done through the
caEnvironment object. Creating a caEnvironment object starts all necessary
graphics hardware and input devices.

Each scene graph node is based on the caGraph class. A caGraph object
describes position, rotation and scale for itself and its child nodes. At the
root of a scene graph is a caScene object. This object holds scene-wide
properties. Multiple caScene objects (with children) can exist in the same
system, but only one can be selected as active in the caEnvironment object.
This then refers to the scene that is currently visible.

A caScene object contains children based on the caGraph class. One of
these is the caGeometry object, which describes a node containing visual
information. A caGeometry class contains reference to a caState and
caVertexBuffer object. Here, the caVertexBuffer object describes the
actual polygon data, whereas the caState object describes the color, texture,
and other appearance properties. caState and caVertexBuffer objects can
be shared among different caGeometry objects, each thus having the same
appearance or using the same polygon data.

To display text in the scene, a caText object can be created. This object
contains a string that can be displayed using characters from a caFont object
that it refers to. Lighting is done with the caLight object. This object
describes the properties of directional, point or spot lights, as they influence
surface calculations of the polygons of the surrounding objects. A light source
is not visible by itself, only through its effect on the surrounding objects.

The caCamera object describes the projection properties of the scene to be
displayed. A scene can have multiple cameras, but only one can be selected
as active in the caEnvironment. To support navigation and calculation with
respect to the CAVE and the motion tracked Wand that the user might
be holding, two classes caTracker and caFrame define how the physical
CAVE/ImmersaDesk/ICWall and tracked input device relates to the virtual
scene.

Finally, several simple shapes (discs, arrows, cubes, cylinders, etc.) can
be created as caGeometry objects. Also, Aura loads various 3D model and
texture/image data formats (JPG, PNG, TIF, TGA, BMP, etc.).

Figure 3.4 shows a minimal Aura application. The application loads a 3D
environment model description named ’base5.lwo’ and runs the interaction
loop. The user can now navigate through the environment until he quits the
application.
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// initialization macro:

AINIT

int aMain()

{

caEnvironment* ve;

caGraph* background;

caLight* light;

ve = new caEnvironment(800,600,32,"Aura Test",0);

// load background object

background = aLoadGraph("base5.lwo",

ve->TextureManager());

// add the background object to the scene

ve->Scene()->AddGraph(background);

// main loop

while(ve->Running())

{

ve->BeginFrame();

ve->EndFrame();

}

// clean up all

delete ve;

return 0;

}

Figure 3.4: Code example showing a basic Aura application.
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Aura Implementation Notes

Currently, Aura is implemented for a Linux-PC environment using OpenGL,
for a Windows-PC using Direct3D, for a CAVE, using parts of the CAVEli-
brary, for a Responsive Workbench, and for the ICWall tiled display. The
OpenGL/Direct3D implementations on PC are relatively straightforward.
The scene graph is ordered and rendered using the closest underlying
OpenGL or Direct3D primitives.

The CAVE implementation synchronizes up to 6 rendering pipelines with
the same data structure using a mutex on the complete scene graph. Creating
an optimal implementation with respect to graphics performance lies beyond
the scope of this thesis.

Parallel Aura on the ICWall

The ICWall implementation is based on earlier work [91]. Here, parallel
implementations of Aura were developed to compare the performance of
scene graph and direct parallel rendering alternatives (Chromium [25]).
The first parallel implementation, Aura Multiple Copies, has each display
node run the complete program, and synchronize every frame. The second
implementation, Aura Broadcast, has one server run the program and marshal
changes in the scene graph to the display nodes, taking into account which
parts are visible, and which are not.

Tests regarding the communication requirements of Chromium and
both Aura versions show that Aura Multiple Copies utilizes the fastest
communication and the best scalability [91]. Aura Broadcast, a more flexible
and transparent renderer than Aura Multiple Copies, performs almost as
good on applications specifically designed to take advantage of the retained
mode structure. When the application is very demanding (almost emulating
immediate mode on top of the retained mode structure), Aura Broadcast
performs as good as Chromium. For applications that only partially take
advantage of retained mode, we see that Aura scales much better than
Chromium.

Parallel Aura is used to drive the ICWall, and all applications are written
on top of this. 2D applications, PDF viewers, Powerpoint, etc. effectively
run on a texture that is projected on a quadrilateral in 3D space. For the
ICWall, a special VNC client was created to facilitate this.
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3.4 VIRPI

The high-level part of the toolkit, VIRPI, runs on top of Aura. VIRPI
defines an event and widget standard for VR applications. VIRPI is based
on concepts and ideas from 2D GUIs like X, GTK, Microsoft MFC, etc. The
main topics covered by VIRPI are:

• Events A VIRPI application is event-driven, using a message loop,
much like the 2D counterparts. The main program supplies a simple
loop that reads the next event and passes it on to a tree of views (see
further).

• General Widgets VIRPI provides a modest set of widgets to use in VR,
aimed at simple interaction and manipulation of visualized data. These
include buttons, text panels, check-boxes and manipulators.

• Measurement Widgets Next to general widgets, VIRPI provides a set
of widgets that can be used for measurement in the visualized data.

Views and Events

Where 2D GUIs use a hierarchical window tree which can be used for event
structuring, VIRPI uses a similar concept for hierarchical interface views.

A view is an atomic unit, which has a representation and can handle
events. It is a tree node, so it can have a parent and zero or more children.
A node that contains children is called a group. The children of a group are
called sub-views. As with a scene graph, rotation, scaling and translation can
be specified for each view with respect to its parent. This way, the view’s
extent determines what tracker/mouse events should go to where.

Like 2D GUIs, there are two types of communication between views.
First, events can be passed across the tree structure, originating at the root
of the tree. These events are typically external events, like clicks of buttons on
the pointer, movement of the pointer or other trackers, keystrokes, joystick
changes, etc. Second, messages can be sent directly from one view to the
other.

When a view receives an event, it either processes the event itself, or
it passes the event to its children. The user can overload event handlers
for various types of events, adding functionality to the program. Figure 3.5
shows how the user can overload handling of the tracker motion event to
have an object follow the user pointer. As soon as the tracker is moved, the
OnTrackerMove() method is invoked. When the tracker is the user pointer,
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cMyApplication::OnTrackerMove(num,v,q)

{

if(num == TN_POINTER)

object->Translate(v);

else

cvApplication::OnTrackerMove(num,v,q);

}

Figure 3.5: Code example showing how to overload a tracker move event.

the object is translated to the location of the tracker. When the tracker is
something else, the inherited OnTrackerMove() is called.

Root View

Completing the basic framework is an application base class. This is
essentially a view, serving as root to the rest of the program. Writing a VIRPI
program means sub-classing the application class, and adding interactive
features.

user

laboratory

data space

dataset manipulator

application

user moves wand, presses
buttons which generates
events on the root of the
event tree

signal to data space to
rotate/translate/etc.

Figure 3.6: An example event tree for a simple virtual experiment.

Figure 3.6 shows a view tree for a fictive application created with VIRPI.
The application initializes a laboratory, which displays familiar laboratory
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surroundings and spatial references (for instance, a virtual room with a
table). The laboratory creates a data space, which serves as a frame of
reference in which data and measuring tools can be added. A dataset is added
to the data space. Manipulating the data space will directly manipulate
the dataset as well. To do this, a manipulator is added to the data space.
The dashed line in figure 3.6 indicates command messages that are being
sent by the manipulator to transform the data space. The user moves the
manipulator, and the manipulator signals the data space representation to
transform.

Simple Widgets

VIRPI provides several simple widgets to interact with the user. Functional
parts of 2D GUIs, like menus, sliders and (radio)buttons have a VR
counterpart in VIRPI. These widgets can be created, added and removed
to the application at will.

// in the constructor:

:

button = new cvButton("arrow.jpg");

AddView(button);

:

// the message handler:

cMyApplication::OnMessage(sender,message,...)

{

cvApplication::OnMessage(sender,message,...);

if((message == MSG_PRESS) && (sender == button))

{

:

}

}

Figure 3.7: Code example showing how to add a button widget and handle
its messages.

All of these widgets send events to the parent groups, indicating changes
or command messages that can then be processed by overloading the
appropriate methods. Figure 3.7 shows how a button widget is added
to a VIRPI application. In the application’s constructor, the button is
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created and added to the application. Furthermore, the application’s message
handler is overloaded. First the inherited message handler is called to process
standard messages or messages for the other views in the tree. Then if the
message is a press-message and originates from the button, the button action
is processed.

Data Manipulation

An important aspect of visually examining an object is the ability to zoom
in on it, move it and rotate it. These tasks are generally done with
manipulators. A manipulator is a construct that interprets events from the
user to make an object move, rotate or scale in an intuitive way. By dragging
on a handle, the user can scale, translate or rotate the object to which the
manipulator is attached. Several standard manipulators are provided in a
similar fashion as for Open Inventor [97].

Measurement

Theoretically, measuring can be defined as a quantification of an observation
in a given space. From the virtual environment where the simulation results
are displayed, we can observe and perform measurements. Some examples of
measurement tasks here are:

• In a gas simulation, dynamically count the number of atoms inside a
given volume, and related to this give macro information about pressure
and temperature.

• For a molecular dynamics simulation, measure the local electromagnetic
field at a point, derived from potential data or the charge distribution
from the simulation.

• From an MRI-scan of the human torso, measure the volume and surface
of a lung, or parts of a lung.

There are two key issues in making the toolkit useful for writing
measurement applications as described:

• Subset Selection (”what to measure”): The user needs to be able to
describe geometrical subsets of the data. He needs to select atoms,
describe a volume, a surface, etc. to measure on. VIRPI provides a set
of basic tools for selection of basic subsets.
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• Measurement Calculations (”how to measure it”): VIRPI allows the
user to specify the actual measurement calculations. Even though
VIRPI could provide for a set of generic calculation routines to do
counting, flux measurement, differentiating, etc. VIRPI leaves this to
the user.

Basic subsets, like point sets, spherical volumes, box volumes or rectan-
gular surfaces can be described in VIRPI by adding a selection view to the
data space representation in an identical fashion as adding a manipulator. A
combination of more subsets can be defined by means of constructive solid
geometry operations.

cMyTool::Update(data,selection)

{

count = 0;

for(all atoms)

if(selection contains(atom[i]))

count++;

SendMessage(display,MSG_UPDATE,count);

}

Figure 3.8: Pseudo code example showing how to implement a measuring
tool.

To describe a measurement procedure, the user can overload the Update()
method of the basic VIRPI measurement tool. This method gets called every
time the dataset changes or the subset selection changes. In the Update()

method, the user has access to the elements of the dataset and the geometrical
extents of the selected subset. Figure 3.8 shows the implementation of an
example measuring tool that counts atoms in a given box volume. The
Update() method of the basic measuring tool class is overloaded, and using
the selected volume, the atoms are counted. The result is transmitted to a
display object.

Putting it All Together: Dentistry Example

One of the applications created with Aura and VIRPI is the rootcanal
measuring application, as described further in Chapter 4. The program itself
is relatively small and illustrates the advantages of using Aura and VIRPI
for a typical research application.

The application uses Aura and VIRPI to display an environment with
a free rotatable and optionally transparent model of a tooth. A spline
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yardstick resides inside the model and serves as measuring rod for one of
the tooth’s root canals. The model of the tooth is reconstructed from CT
photographs taken at a range of angles around the tooth (see Chapter 4 for
full explanation). The user can position the yardstick accurately inside the
model of the tooth, along one of the tooth’s root canals, and consecutively,
the length indicator shows the calculated length of the yardstick.

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the main application class. In the constructor,
the environment is set up, containing indicators for length and reconstruction
threshold. Then a frame of reference, the tooth space, is created. The tooth
model is loaded and added to the tooth space, as well as the yardstick and
the VIRPI manipulator. The command handler of the application handles
the menu events from the user.

The resulting application can be seen in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 in Section
4.3.

Figure 3.11 shows the tooth class, which is primarily an exercise in loading
and configuring Aura geometry and state information.

Finally, Figures 3.12 through 3.15 show the measuring code for this
application. The yardstick is a VIRPI view that contains a spline and at
the control points of each spline, a VIRPI handle object. Each handle object
can be manipulated freely by the user, and the spline will move accordingly,
recalculating the measurement length each time.

3.5 CAVEStudy

On top of Aura and VIRPI, an application can make use of the CAVEStudy
system. This allows the user to quickly set up a visualization and measuring
application which communicates with an external simulation, dataset or
running experiment that is already being used by the domain expert.
Creating an application like this consists of the following steps:

• The researcher describes the existing software with an XML description
file. An example of such a file is shown in Figure 3.17.

• CAVEStudy generates a Proxy object and a Server process. The proxy
object can be used directly in the VR application, and the server
process manages the external application.

The XML-file describes the interface with the existing program. The
’simulation’ part describes the program and its parameters, as well as
the output (in the example, the program dumps numerical values in a
file called ”data.fil”). The ’input’ and ’output’ indications describe the
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// application class, derived from VIRPI’s
// basic application
cApplication::cApplication() : cvApplication()
{

cvView* centerspace;

// create VIRPI indicator display view
length = new cvDisplayView("Length");
length->Translation(-1.5f,2.5f,3.0f);
length->Rotation(0.0f,-90.0f,0.0f);
length->Scaling(0.4f,0.4f,0.4f);
length->Write("%5.2f mm",0.0f);
AddView(length);

// create centered reference view that holds
// tooth and yardstick
centerspace = new cvView();
AddView(centerspace);
centerspace->Scaling(SCALE,SCALE,SCALE);
space->Translation(-CCD_XSIZE / 2,

-CCD_YSIZE / 2,-CCD_ZSIZE / 2);

// add tooth to the reference frame
tooth = new cTooth();
centerspace->AddView(tooth);

// add yardstick to the reference frame
yardstick = new cYardstick();
centerspace->AddView(yardstick);

// add VIRPI manipulator to the reference frame
manipulator = new cvManipulator(MF_EDGE_ROTATE |

MF_BOX);
centerspace->AddView(manipulator);
manipulator->Translation(0,0,0);
manipulator->Scaling(CCD_XSIZE / 2,CCD_YSIZE / 2,

CCD_ZSIZE / 2);

// move the centered view into position
centerspace->Translation(0,1,0);
centerspace->Rotation(0,90,0);

Figure 3.9: Main application class (1 of 2).
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// create menu
mainmenu = new cvContextMenu(6,"Root Canal");
mainmenu->AddItem(0,new cvMenuItem("Set solid",

CMD_SOLID));
mainmenu->AddItem(1,new cvMenuItem("Set transparent",

CMD_TRANSPARENT));
mainmenu->AddItem(2,new cvMenuItem("Reset all",

CMD_RESET));
mainmenu->AddItem(3,new cvMenuItem("Quit",

VC_QUIT));
mainmenu->Scaling(0.05f,0.05f,0.05f);
mainmenu->Rotation(0,-45,0);
AddView(mainmenu);

}

int cApplication::OnCommand(cvView* sender,
int command,int i,float f,avector v,
aquaternion q)

{
// pass down to VIRPI
if(cvApplication::OnCommand(sender,command,

i,f,v,q) == EH_STOP)
return EH_STOP;

// handle menu options
switch(command)
{

case CMD_SOLID:
tooth->SetSolid();
break;

case CMD_TRANSPARENT:
tooth->SetTransparent();
break;

case CMD_RESET:
yardstick->Reset();
tooth->SetSolid();
break;

}

return EH_CONTINUE;
}

Figure 3.10: Main application class (2 of 2).
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#define TOOTH_COLOR 0xFF1111FF
#define TOOTH_HILIGHT 0x555555FF
#define TOOTH_TRANSPARENT 0xDDCCAA44

cTooth::cTooth()
{

geometry = (caGeometry* )aLoadGraph(name,
v_environment->TextureManager());

geometry->State()->Diffuse(TOOTH_COLOR);
geometry->State()->BlendMode(BM_NONE);
geometry->State()->Enable(GS_DEPTHTEST);
geometry->State()->Specular(TOOTH_HILIGHT);
geometry->State()->Shininess(32.0f);
AddGraph(geometry);

}

void cTooth::SetTransparent()
{

geometry->State()->Diffuse(TOOTH_TRANSPARENT);
geometry->State()->BlendMode(BM_ADD);
geometry->State()->Disable(GS_DEPTHTEST);

}

void cTooth::SetSolid()
{

geometry->State()->Diffuse(TOOTH_COLOR);
geometry->State()->BlendMode(BM_NONE);
geometry->State()->Enable(GS_DEPTHTEST);

}

Figure 3.11: Tooth class.
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#define HANDLE_SCALE 20.0f

cYardstick::cYardstick(cvDisplayView* aindicator)
: cvView()

{
caVertexBuffer* vb;
caGeometry* sp;
int i;

indicator = aindicator;

// create spline geometry
spline = new caGeometry();
vb = new caVertexBuffer(VT_LINE_STRIP,

VM_VERTEX,SEGMENTS + 1);
for(i = 0; i < SEGMENTS + 1; i++)

vb->Vertex(i,0.0f,0.0f,0.0f);

// create VIRPI handles along the spline
point = new cvHandle*[POINTS];
for(i = 0; i < POINTS; i++)
{

point[i] = new cvHandle(HT_SPHERE);
point[i]->Translation(CCD_XSIZE / 2,

CCD_YSIZE / 2,
i * (CCD_ZSIZE / (POINTS - 1)));

point[i]->Scaling(HANDLE_SCALE,HANDLE_SCALE,
HANDLE_SCALE);

// show cross hairs at each handle
sp = aCreateCrosshairs();
sp->State(new caState);
sp->State()->Diffuse(1.0f, 0, 0, 1);
sp->Scaling(4.0f,4.0f,4.0f);
point[i]->AddGraph(sp);

AddView(point[i]);
}

// add the spline to the environment
spline->OwnVertexBuffer(vb);
spline->OwnState(new caState());

Figure 3.12: Yardstick class (1 of 4).
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spline->State()->Diffuse(v_theme->glyph_color);
spline->State()->LineWidth(2.0f);
AddGraph(spline);

// initialize the spline
ResampleSpline();

}

void cYardstick::Reset()
{

// reset handles
for(int i = 0; i < POINTS; i++)
{

point[i]->Translation(CCD_XSIZE / 2,
CCD_YSIZE / 2,
i * (CCD_ZSIZE / (POINTS - 1)));

point[i]->Scaling(HANDLE_SCALE,HANDLE_SCALE,
HANDLE_SCALE);

}

// initialize the spline
ResampleSpline();

}

int cYardstick::OnCommand(cvView* sender,
int command,int i,float f,avector v,
aquaternion q)

{
int k;
avector pos;

// handle events for the yardstick
for(k = 0; k < POINTS; k++)

if(sender == point[k])
{

switch(command)
{

case VC_DRAG:
// user drags one of the handles
point[k]->Translation(v);
ResampleSpline();

Figure 3.13: Yardstick class (2 of 4).
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break;
}
break;

}

return EH_CONTINUE;
}

static void _ComputeCardinal(avector& result,
avector p[4],float f)

{
// ... computes Cardinal spline between
// p[0]..p[3] at f

}

void cYardstick::ResampleSpline()
{

int i,cur;
avector p[4],r;
float s,sp[4],fi,length;
char text[128];

for(i = 0; i < SEGMENTS + 1; i++)
{

// find out which is the main point
fi = (float)i * (float)(POINTS - 1) /

(float)SEGMENTS;
cur = (int)floor(fi);

// the interpolation value
s = fi - (float)cur;

// setup point array
p[1] = point[cur]->Translation();
if(cur > 0)

p[0] = point[cur - 1]->Translation();
else

p[0] = p[1];

Figure 3.14: Yardstick class (3 of 4).
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if(cur < POINTS - 1)
p[2] = point[cur + 1]->Translation();

else
p[2] = p[1];

if(cur < POINTS - 2)
p[3] = point[cur + 2]->Translation();

else
p[3] = p[2];

_ComputeCardinal(r,p,s);

// set the corresponding spline point
spline->VertexBuffer()->Vertex(i,r);

}

// recalculate length of spline
length = 0;
for(i = 0; i < SEGMENTS; i++)

length += ~(spline->VertexBuffer()->Vertex(i
+ 1) - spline->VertexBuffer()->Vertex(i));

indicator->Write("%5.2f mm",length *
calibration_factor);

}

Figure 3.15: Yardstick class (4 of 4).

VR application

VIRPI

Aura

OpenGL/Direct3D, CAVELib, VR Juggler

CAVEStudy proxy

CAVERNSoft

CAVEStudy server

CAVERNSoft

simulation, database or measurement devices

CAVEStudy code generator XML description

Figure 3.16: CAVEStudy software structure and communication with
running simulation process or dataset.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>

<!DOCTYPE CAVEStudy SYSTEM

"http://www.cs.vu.nl/renambot/vr/cavestudy.dtd">

<CAVEStudy id="Sisyphus">

<struct id="vector4D">

<field id="v" type="vector3D"/>

<field id="t" type="float"/>

</struct>

<simulation id="filsim">

<directory value="sim-sis"/>

<executable value="lkint"/>

<processes value="1"/>

<in type="commandline" default="null"/>

<out type="file" default="data.fil"/>

</simulation>

<input id="alpha" type="float" value="5.0"/>

<input id="pump_current" type="float" value="140264.6"/>

<input id="feedback_rate" type="float" value="0.00782"/>

<input id="starting_fp" type="int" value="0"/>

<output id="fixed_point" type="vector3D" dim="1"/>

<output id="new_point" type="vector4D" dim="0"/>

</CAVEStudy>

Figure 3.17: example XML CAVEStudy description file for a diode laser
simulation program
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communication between the virtual environment and the program. Next
to data communication, CAVEStudy adds methods to start, stop, pause and
resume the program if needed. The program is not altered, but can be used
for interactive visualization nonetheless.

CAVEStudy generates C++ code for the server and the proxy object,
using the CAVERNsoft[42] network layer, as shown in figure 3.16. CAV-
ERNsoft uses a subscribe and publish paradigm. A site can define keys to
publish its own data, and a remote site that subscribes to these keys will
automatically receive the data through call-back functions. This mechanism
can be used for small data (tracker data), but also for large datasets (data-
mining) using different policies.

Both the server and the proxy object contain a set of keys with their
associated call-back functions to transmit input and output values. The
marshalling code for all the types is generated to be able to use the system
in a heterogeneous environment. A set of keys is also created for the control of
the simulation (initialize, start, stop, pause, resume, shutdown methods). It
is therefore possible to manipulate proxy and server entities as C++ objects,
without dealing with network issues. For the server, the program is an endless
loop, waiting for remote method invocations. The proxy object is embedded
into VIRPI.

By using CAVERNsoft, it is possible to access the same simulation,
dataset or experiment with multiple VR devices. This way, a basic
collaboration setup can be realized among multiple sites. Each site can,
depending on their VR device and the individual wishes of the users, display
different representations of the same data.

3.6 Experiences

Aura, VIRPI and CAVEStudy have been used in local experimental setups
for visualization and interaction in VR. Several departments and groups have
helped in adapting their experiments towards VR. Most of these experiments
are student projects of the various departments.

A brief overview of the experiences is given in table 3.2.

icwall - ICWall Tiled Display (Chapter 3)

The ICWall as described in chapter 2 uses parallel Aura as a basic display
system. 2D graphics (from desktop graphics, Powerpoint presentations,
etc.) are represented as textures in a 3D environment. For 3D classroom
demonstrations native Aura is used. Using Aura allowed many small and
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setup discipline ref. Aura VIRPI CAVEStudy
icwall Education [26] x x

rootcanal Dentistry (ACTA) [88] x x x
cornea Opthalmology [93] x

ion Chemical Physics [72] x x x
sisyphus Theoretical Physics [49] x x x
motion Human Motion Science n.a. x x
heart Medical Physics n.a. x

robocup Artificial Intelligence [80] (x) x
geology Earth Sciences [77] x
molviz Biophysics n.a. x x
spinlab City Planning n.a. x

Table 3.2: Table of various experiences at departments and institutes with
and based on Aura, VIRPI and CAVEStudy.

simple applications to be created in a short period of time. This greatly aided
educational needs of professors and lecturers who were using the display for
their presentations (see chapter 4).

What is important to note here is that even though Aura was designed
as VR abstraction layer, its portable and generic design allowed for existing
2D applications to be set up for the ICWall system with little effort.

rootcanal - Visualization and Measurement of Dental Root Canal
(Chapter 4)

Measuring the exact length of the dental root canal of a patient is important
for the success of root canal treatment by a dentist. Current measurements
are done in 2D on an X-ray photo of the tooth. Because the root canal is
intrinsically a 3D structure, this measurement is not as accurate as it could
be.

Using the local Computer Tomography setup at ACTA (Amsterdam
Academic Dentistry Institute), teeth were scanned and converted to a
representation in virtual reality where the root canal could be measured
visually, intuitively, directly in the canal visualization. The Aura/VIRPI
application for this as shown in the previous section is elaborated further in
chapter 4.
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cornea - Visualization and Measurement of Corneal Shape

Due to vitamin deficiency, the shape of the cornea of the human eye can
deteriorate to a point where a person cannot see properly, even when aided
by contact lenses or glasses. An early recognition of shape deterioration of
the cornea leads to quick response and could prevent this disease from taking
place.

Using a cornea topographer [93], the corneal shape is accurately scanned
and from a visualization of this shape, physicians can determine how to treat
the patient. Next to regular rainbow-colored visualization, the data was used
to make a 3D reconstruction in virtual reality. This gave an indication of the
scale of shape deterioration at hand.

ion - Visualization and Measurement of Ion Recombination Data

A readily available parallel simulation program for ion recombination in non-
polar liquids (a radiation chemistry problem) [72] was generating output
which required visualization and interaction. The output of this simulation
was described for CAVEStudy, and early versions of Aura and VIRPI were
used to visualize the result and interact with the data.

sisyphus - Visualization of the Sisyphus Attractor

At the interface between a diode laser and communications fiber, light is
being reflected back into the laser, at first glance turning the laser into an
unusable and unstable system. However, the chaotic behavior of this system
can be modeled by a set of differential equations that describe what is called
the Sisyphus effect.

Visualization of this system made it possible to analyze it and learn from
the implications [49]. Researchers at the department of Theoretical Physics
were quickly aided with a virtual reality visualization tool for this problem,
using CAVEStudy to connect to the simulation (figure 3.17) and Aura/VIRPI
to create an interface and visualization of the laser diode states. Fast response
and ease of use made it possible for them to analyze and categorize the
behavior of the laser.

motion - Visualization and Analysis of the Human Gait Cycle

The human walking motion is one of the most efficient energy conserving
systems in the world. To understand this, a thorough insight of the
mechanical forces and motions in the lower human body is required. Such
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insight allows doctors and physiotherapists to apply the correct treatment to
patients.

Together with the Department of Human Motion Sciences we developed
a VIRPI application that shows the lower human skeleton. The skeleton
follows a motion capture recording of a patient, and forces and trails can be
visualized. This way, irregularities in the walking symmetry can be detected
instantaneously. Also, using a large tiled display, instead of a single-viewer
virtual reality system, proved to be useful in allowing multiple people to
watch and discuss the walking skeleton.

heart - Visualization of Cardial Blood flow

For demonstration and education purposes, the Department of Medical
Physics wanted to show the heart, together with its motion and the blood
flow in virtual reality. With Aura a sketchy visualization was made, and
the medical physics lecturer was able to explain the motion and blood flow
dynamics of the heart to his students.

Besides the lecture, a graduate student made a system to visualize human
ECG measurements based on this visualization. It is noteworthy to mention
here that the student had no background in computer graphics whatsoever.

robocup - Interactive Robot Soccer Simulation (Chapter 4)

As mentioned in chapter 1, a VR system was created to allow real humans to
participate in a completely simulated soccer game. Using the RoboCup[34]
simulation system we built a visualization tool that reports the status of the
soccer simulation as if it were a real soccer match. Interactive capabilities
were added that translate to soccer commands for the simulation. This way,
a human could participate in a simulated soccer match, and the interface
was natural for the simulation (strategic commands and messages over a
network), as well as for the human (visual soccer stadium, human foot kicks
virtual ball).

To communicate with the soccer simulation, an early version of CAVES-
tudy was used, and the visualization was done using OpenGL and the
CAVElibrary. Research into interactive visualization for RoboCup has
roughly served as a basis for Aura and VIRPI, hence the ”(x)” in table
3.2. Chapter 4 describes the virtual soccer system in detail, including
implementation issues and measurements that were done among test players.
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geology - Visualization of Erosion Effects

Using an immense map of gathered erosion data, Aura is extended to generate
a 3D representation of the landscape data. This extension consists of a
complete LOD triangulation system for large terrains, specifically tailored to
tiled displays. Furthermore, texture management and terrain compression
are taken into account to make it possible to view the complete dataset of
Spain or Italy in real-time [77].

molviz - Visualization of Protein Structure Dynamics

One of the most commonly pursued tasks in high-volume visualization is the
visualization of molecules and molecular dynamics. Using Aura, we built a
PDB-file (standard format to describe protein sequences) viewer that shows
proteins and protein dynamics. The aim was to show large-scale structures
in the proteins, as these structures determine the (biological) behavior of the
chemicals. With virtual reality and Aura, the Department of Biophysics was
able to quickly visualize a large protein (300000 atoms).

spinlab - Visualization of City Planning Data

For the Meerstad project in Groningen, Aura was used to visualize newly
planned city expansions. Together with the PSPE (Participatory Spacial
Planning in Europe) group we made preliminary visualizations of the new
plans. Such visualizations are used to get feedback from local citizens about
the project.

3.7 Conclusions

This chapter shows that a high-level portable toolkit allows domain experts
to use VR with considerably little effort. Issues that are addressed regarding
the differences in underlying operating systems and libraries present no initial
drawbacks. It also showed by means of case studies, that it is possible
to use VR as an experimentation environment where real-world measuring
paradigms can be applied.

From the experiences we found that Aura, VIRPI and CAVEStudy
are flexible and applicable to a wide range of applications. This includes
measurement/visualization of existing data or data generating software, but
also applicability when designing new VR hardware, like the ICWall system
as elaborated in chapter 2.
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When designing a simple API for the purpose of rapid prototyping, the
trade-off between supporting a wide variety of features (common practice) as
opposed to a simple set of features becomes important. Rapid prototyping
benefits from rapid understanding by the domain expert, but reducing the
available features too much makes the API useless.

In many case studies, a prototype application that interfaces with existing
unaltered software was created with very little effort. Next to a simple and
understandable API, platform independence of both Aura for graphics, and
to a greater extent CAVEStudy for the data source, is responsible for this.



Chapter 4

Case Studies

Note: This chapter summarizes work done previously. Section 4.2 describes
work published earlier as [80], section 4.3 describes work published as [23],
and section 4.4 was published as [2].

4.1 Overview

This chapter elaborates two case studies (based on [23] and [80]) and
educational work done with the ICWall (based on [2, 66]) that illustrate
practical aspects of virtual reality technology in research and educational
environments.

Robocup Interaction

Robocup is an artificial intelligence testbed to allow research groups to tackle
the problem of robot soccer. Robot soccer includes training and emerging
group behaviors and simplifies several real-world issues that we would like to
see robots overcome [34].

Part of Robocup is the so-called Simulation League. This is a simulation
system where software agents roam a two-dimensional world that depicts a
soccer field. The agents can interact with the simulation using commands
sent to a central server. This way, agents can kick a ball, move around, etc.
and thus play the game of soccer.

Our participation in this initiative was designing an interactive virtual
reality environment that interfaces seamlessly with the Simulation League
system. To do this, real human movement and kicking motions from a user
in virtual reality were translated into commands for the central server. Also,
the two dimensional environment was visualized as a 3D soccer stadium with

79
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walking players, and a visible ball.

Our work for Robocup is a multi-modal application that treats all
interaction (to the humans as well as to the existing soccer system) as natural.
Multi-modal here means that there are several views on the soccer match
that focus on different aspects of the match: spectator, soccer player and
referee. As multi-modal applications become more popular, Robocup shows
the basic uses and requirements for an effective multi-modal approach on
various VR hardware setups. We took findings from Robocup to use as a
base for designing Aura, VIRPI and CAVEStudy which are elaborated in
Chapter 3.

Rootcanal Measurement

A molar root canal cleaning operation can be a very unpleasant experience.
In order to do the cleaning effectively, the dental specialist needs to measure
the exact length of the root canal. Current techniques to do this involve X-ray
radiation exposure and measuring on a two-dimensional photograph. A two
dimensional photograph does not contain enough information to represent
a 3D structure like the molar root canal, and when the dental specialist is
not able to measure the root canal length accurately, the patient will suffer
unnecessarily, or return for another cleaning operation.

Together with the ACTA dental institute, we used our VR framework
and a low-dosage local computed tomographer to measure the length of the
root canal on a virtual representation of the patient’s tooth and showed that
this provides a more accurate root canal length measurement.

Here, Aura, VIRPI and CAVEStudy are used to create the application,
and we show that it is possible to use the toolkits to do accurate measurement
in immersive virtual reality, a prime requisite for researchers.

ICWall

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the ICwall is designed for classroom visualization
in an educational environment. Traditionally, advanced visualization hard-
ware is rarely used for classroom education, because most technologies (e.g.,
the CAVE or Workbench) are intended for only small groups of users. A
tiled display, however, is very suitable for a classroom audience. In the past
four years, the wall has been used by ten 1-semester courses from various
programs, ranging from computer science to human motion science.

Together with a dozen of research- and PR-related events, the wall has
been in production use for about 1000 hours. We have learned many lessons
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from this work, most notably the usability of tiled displays in classroom
settings.

4.2 Interaction with Robot Soccer

In this section, we investigate interactive and collaborative aspects of the
RoboCup (robot soccer) system using a virtual reality environment. For this,
we implemented a system that allows users at different physical locations to
interact naturally with the Robocup Simulation League system.

Now, one might argue that this merely copies endeavors to simulate a
soccer game, like ”FIFA 2005” or similar video game applications. However,
our efforts differ from the video games equivalents in both goal and approach.

A soccer video game aims at pleasing the senses of the human computer
operator. What is being played should look, feel and sound like a soccer game,
but, it does not necessarily need to be one. Also, the video game needs to
show a team of players, where in fact there is no real need to compose the
game out of a multi-agent system. In approach, a video game is completely
tailored at the human player. Graphics, representations and algorithms are
from the beginning on, always designed with the human player in mind.

Our efforts aim at providing natural interaction with an existing multi-
agent simulation. We introduce the human in an already existing and
running system, rather than create a new system around the human. The
simulation league system is a real multi-agent system, where team-behavior
is not programmed beforehand, but emerges from (micro-)properties of the
individual agents. In approach, we interface the existing simulation with
a new human ’agent’. Contrary to a video game, this system was never
designed with human interaction in mind.

A human player, immersed in a CAVE [14] can interact with the RoboCup
simulation in its natural domain, by playing along with a virtual soccer
game that is visualized around the player. The system supports distributed
collaboration by allowing more human players with CAVEs at different
geographic locations to participate and interact in real time.

At the same time, the game is visualized in referee-mode on a Responsive
Workbench and in monitor-mode on a workstation. These three modes all
interact with the same underlying data and program structure, but use a
wide variety of different visualization tools and libraries to achieve a result.
This is cumbersome, counterproductive and not something a non-expert
virtual reality programmer would do. Typically, multi-modal systems that
combine visualization from several different devices benefit much more from
a heterogeneous toolkit (that is, a toolkit that can be used in the same way
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for all modes). This is one of the primary reasons for the development of a
heterogeneous environment with Aura, VIRPI and CAVEStudy in Chapter
3.

In implementing the natural interaction (visualization of the simulated
soccer game, and translation of human motion to simulation commands) we
found that the most important question is how to deal with the latency
that is induced by the translation, simulation and the network at hand.
Our implementation anticipates the movements of the human player and
optimizes the resulting interaction commands (navigation, kicking) to reduce
the effects of this latency as much as possible.

Background

Multi-agent systems are becoming increasingly important in our society. The
majority of such systems is in some way related to Internet applications,
predominantly in the field of electronic commerce. Real-world multi-agents
(robots) are still in their infancy, but nevertheless of growing importance.
Their application area is broad, covering among others cleaning, public safety,
pollution detection, fire fighting, traffic control, and games. Both real world
and virtual-world based multi-agents should be able to cooperate, develop
optimal sensing and action strategies, and show an adaptiveness towards
their task. Multi-agent systems are by nature distributed and rely often on
a broad range of different sensors.

The interaction of a human with a multi-agent system in real-time poses
several intriguing problems, like the representation of the world as seen by the
agents, the type of interaction, and the possibility of sharing the virtual world
with other (remote) users. We study the use of virtual reality techniques for
real-time interaction between humans and a distributed multi-agent system.
In the virtual reality of the sensor data, the human can interact with the
agents to study and control the multi-agent system.

To facilitate progress in this research area, it is useful to define a standard
problem. In the Artificial Intelligence community, Robot Soccer –better
known as RoboCup– has been chosen as a standard problem in which a wide
range of technologies are integrated and examined [34]. The goal of RoboCup
is to let teams of cooperating autonomous agents play a soccer match, using
either real agents (robots) or simulated players. We will show that RoboCup
is also a useful and challenging application for studying real-time interaction
with a distributed simulation.

Our objective is to construct a distributed virtual reality environment in
which humans at different geographic locations can play along in real-time
with a running RoboCup simulation in a natural way, almost as if they were
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participating in a real soccer match [80].
Our work on RoboCup differs from earlier case studies like Virtual

Tennis [50] in that humans interact with a running distributed simulation
program and not just with other humans. Furthermore, the simulation
program is never altered to facilitate human interaction. A human can take
over the role of any of the simulated soccer players, which is useful for testing
strategies that have not been coded in the simulation program yet.

Interacting with a simulation program, however, is even harder to
implement than interaction between humans. A simulation program will
unavoidably introduce delays, which make a realistic real-time visualization
and interaction a challenging problem, which we will discuss in depth further
on.

In short:

1. We propose RoboCup as a useful case study for virtual reality research
on real-time interactions between humans and multi-agent systems (or
distributed simulation programs in general).

2. We describe a prototype distributed implementation that allows hu-
mans at different geographic locations to participate in the same
virtual soccer match. This prototype has been demonstrated at the
RoboCup’99 tournament in Stockholm, by playing a distributed virtual
match using CAVEs in Amsterdam and Stockholm.

3. We discuss one difficult and important problem in detail: how to
achieve a natural interaction with existing unaltered software in the
presence of representation issues and latencies. The latency problem
is caused by the delay that the simulation introduces in generating
the virtual reality. Also, when multiple CAVEs are used, the wide-area
interconnection network increases the latency even further. The latency
problem is general and also appears in other virtual reality applications
in which humans interact with simulations [75]. This section describes
several experiments that give more insight into this problem.

Related Work

Interactive and collaborative visualization radically change the way scientists
use computer systems [20]. With interactive visualization, a user can interact
with a program in its visual domain. Distributed collaboration allows
multiple users at different geographic locations to cooperate, by interacting
in real time through a shared application [42, 75].
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Many existing applications restrict the interaction to the visualization
process (e.g., the direction of view, the zoom factor). A more advanced
form of interaction (i.e., steering) allows the user to interact with the
simulation process. Several systems exist that support steering [52, 56], but
they typically provide low-level interactions and require users to monitor
or change the application program’s internal variables. In [74], the authors
describe how robots can be steered from a Virtual Reality environment. Our
RoboCup application allows the user to interact with the simulation program
in a high-level, natural way. We think that this capability is beneficial to
many scientific applications. Examples of such high-level interactions are
reported in the literature for simulation of molecular docking and molecular
dynamics [41, 43]. Although RoboCup may seem very different from scientific
applications, it in fact can be used to study many issues: distributed multi-
agent systems, teleimmersion, remote collaboration and man-multi-agent
interaction.

Our application is collaborative in that it allows real-time interaction
between humans at different geographic locations, which is a challenge
for the implementation. The system-induced latency and the network
latency between the different sites become a difficult problem. Some
applications address the network latency problem by using dedicated network
links [29, 39]. In [55], the authors compare the performance of the users in
achieving different tasks under several network conditions (varying latency
and jitter) in a collaborative virtual environment. They show that high
latency reduces performance; the variability of the latency makes the use
of prediction difficult and introduces a lack of hand-eye coordination. An
interesting performance metric is the complete time (lag) in system response,
including the simulation, tracking, rendering, network, and synchronization.
A lag of over 200msec makes interactivity difficult [84]. We therefore try to
minimize the amount of communication between the user and the simulation
program. In particular, we couple remote users at the level of the simulation
program and not at the visual level, allowing us to transfer the (small)
simulation state instead of (large) images. Similar to our problem is the
problem of remote modeling of objects in a large distributed system (large-
scale military simulations or networked games). However, our setup is of a
different class, so extrapolation techniques like Dead Reckoning (navigation
extrapolation as used on old ships when they enter a bank of fog on open
sea) or Position-History Based Dead Reckoning [76] cannot be applied.

Our research is also related to other work on virtual games. Compared to
[50] we put much less emphasis on realistic modeling of human bodies. The
RoboCup application raises interesting problems for the human-computer
interaction, for example which input and output devices to use and how to
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manipulate objects in virtual environments. Another issue is the movement
of the user in a limited area, as a soccer field is much larger than the CAVE.
We do not investigate this problem in our research and simply use the wand
(i.e., a 3D mouse) to navigate, although this is not a natural way to navigate.
One approach is to scale the user movements to the size of the field when the
user leaves a delimited zone [50]. Other approaches have been proposed such
as neural networks to detect walking movement [87] or hardware devices to
allow locomotion [28].

RoboCup

RoboCup attempts to promote intelligent robotics research by providing a
common task for evaluating various theories, algorithms, and agent architec-
tures. RoboCup comprises two sub-fields: real robots and simulations. Our
research deals with the simulation part of RoboCup.
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Figure 4.1: Software architecture of the RoboCup simulation

The software architecture of the RoboCup application is shown in figure
4.1. The Translator and CAVE monitor are developed by us and are
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described later in this section; the remaining components are part of existing
RoboCup software and are described in [34].

The Soccer Server

A central role in the simulation is played by the so called Soccer Server, which
keeps track of the state of the game and provides the players with information
on the game. The server can be seen as a (virtual) world on which ideal
sensors of the players can operate. The players are individual processes that
can request state information from the server and autonomously calculate a
change (or more globally, a behavior). The server also enforces the rules of
RoboCup and ignores invalid commands from the players. For this reason,
participants in a RoboCup tournament are not allowed to make any changes
to the server. Our RoboCup VR system therefore also uses the unmodified
server software. The players communicate with the server and send it soccer
commands. The commands are the intentional behavior of the player, and are
expressed in a simple language, consisting of dashes (accelerations), turns,
and kicks:

• dash [dash-amount]

• turn [turn-angle]

• kick [kick-force, kick-direction]

The server discretizes time into slots of 100msec. To prevent server
overloading by unfair play, only the last command of a player to the server
within a given time slot is executed; other commands are ignored by the
server. Also, the kick command requires the player to be within a certain
distance from the ball (1 meter by default), else the command has no effect.

With N players per team, the state of the server is defined by (2N + 1)
M-dimensional coordinates (one for each player and one for the ball). The
current implementation of RoboCup is two-dimensional, so the dimension
M is two. A two dimensional visualizer (called the 2D soccer monitor) is
provided in the standard RoboCup software distribution. The bandwidth
required to transmit the state of the game once every 100msec is 10 ∗ (2N +
1) ∗ M ∗ S bytes per second, where S is the storage format of the positions.

Thus we can summarize the RoboCup application as a multi-agent system
(the agents being the players), centered around a virtual world (the Soccer
Server), with a discrete time and discrete interaction space.
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Figure 4.2: Interactive and collaborative visualization of a soccer match

mode camera interaction view
monitor event driven (via ball) – 2D
workbench void point and select 3D non-immersive
CAVE human play along 3D immersive

Table 4.1: Overview of different visualization modes and their characteristics

Overview of the Virtual RoboCup System

As stated in the introduction, our objective is to construct an environment
in which humans can play along with a running RoboCup simulation in a
way as natural as possible. Below, we will describe the functionality of our
system.

Our virtual RoboCup system not only uses immersive environments
(like the CAVE), but integrates various visualization devices, as shown in
Figure 4.2. We identify three different modes in which a human can observe
the RoboCup multi-agent system: the monitor mode, the workbench mode,
and the CAVE mode (see also Table 4.1). For each mode, we approach the
human notion of a soccer match as closely as possible.

The first mode is the monitor mode, which allows spectators at different
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locations to passively watch the match on their graphical workstations.
We have developed an automated camera system that tracks the ball and
switches between camera positions according to a user-definable algorithm.
This mode thus is an approximation of the standard TV coverage [18, 33].
The second mode is implemented on a Responsive Workbench and provides
a 3D overview of the soccer match. Its main feature is that visualization
is miniaturized to provide an overview of the state (without a predefined
viewing angle). The goal here is to allow a coach to steer the game and give
instructions to the players.

The CAVE Mode: Visualization

Because we focused mainly on interaction and collaboration, the remainder of
this section will look into the details of implementing The CAVE Mode. The
CAVE mode allows the user to be immersed in the game and to interact with
it. We have implemented a new RoboCup monitor, the CAVE monitor, which
uses the same information and communication as the original 2D monitor
(see Figure 4.1), but now visualizes the state of the game in a CAVE. As
a starting point in the visualization, we have built a virtual stadium and a
parameterized soccer player. Animation of the players is based on the ‘walker’
motion data included in the GLUT (OpenGL Utility Toolkit) distribution.
The state of this walker is characterized by five degrees of freedom. Its
movement is governed by a set of basic points that are interpolated by
splines. The movement as a whole is periodical. We discriminate three
different modes of movement: standing still, walking, and running. The
visualization of the movement is adjusted by linearly interpolating between
the three modes.

The visualization system has to compute several quantities from suc-
cessive states of the game. The reason is that the soccer server tries to
reduce the required communication bandwidth by sending a minimal amount
of information to the visualization system. For example, the direction of
movement and velocity of the players and events like kicking the ball have to
be determined from two successive states of the game. Likewise, determining
the acceleration requires three successive states.

The CAVE Mode: Interaction

In addition to this visualization software, we have developed software to track
the behavior of a human in the CAVE. We use three trackers to handle the
interaction of the human with the VR software. One tracker is connected to
the viewing glasses and is used to monitor positional changes of the human
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player inside the CAVE. The second tracker is connected to the wand, which
can be used for global movements over the soccer field. The third tracker is
attached to the foot of the human player and is used to recognize a kick.

The most difficult problem in realizing a virtual RoboCup system is
caused by the latency of the Soccer Server. If the human player moves over
the virtual soccer field, these moves happen almost instantaneously for the
human. In contrast, the Soccer Server will require some time to process the
change of position. As a consequence, the position of the human in the CAVE
may be different from the position stored in the server. Such a difference will
especially affect the kick command, since the RoboCup rules require the
player to be within a certain distance from the ball to be able to kick it. The
human player may thus think he is close enough to the virtual ball, but the
server may have different information and ignore the kick. This problem is
a typical example of how a delay introduced by a simulation program can
harm a natural and real-time interaction [55].

Player’s wand

Player’s head

CAVE outline

Position as seen
by the server

"Blue disk"

Direction of the kick

Figure 4.3: Interaction radius and human position according to Soccer Server

To study this problem, we introduce a visual cue for the human, named
after its shape, the blue disk. The center of the disk corresponds to the human
position as currently seen by the server, and the radius corresponds with the
interaction area (i.e., the area in which the human is allowed to kick). This is
illustrated in Figure 4.3. Normally, the blue disk will stay close to the human
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player. If not, the lack of tracking makes the user aware that, according to
the server, he is making an illegal move. In practical experiments, we have
determined that the human user can easily recognize the disk and does not
experience its presence as distracting. More implementation details on this
problem will be given further on.

The CAVE Mode: Collaboration

Our virtual RoboCup environment also allows visualization front ends at
different geographic locations to be coupled to the same simulation. In this
respect, the environment is an example of a distributed collaborative appli-
cation, which is becoming an important class of scientific applications [20].
We have explored this possibility in a virtual soccer match played on August
3, 1999 using the CAVEs in Amsterdam and Stockholm. For this match,
human players in both cities joined the team of simulated players. The
large distance (1300 kilometers) between the two CAVEs introduces a similar
latency problem as described above: the actual position of the human in the
remote CAVE may be different from the position currently stored at the
Soccer Server. This holds especially for the human player in Stockholm,
because the server and the simulated players were run in Amsterdam. In
the visualization, the remote human position is shown by a pyramid and
the corresponding player is shown by an ordinary player. Arrows denote the
viewing direction of the human in the remote CAVE.

Implementation

Our RoboCup system uses the standard Soccer Server that is part of the
existing RoboCup software. We use player processes that were developed at
the University of Amsterdam. We extended this software in several ways.
First, we have implemented a CAVE monitor, which visualizes the soccer
game in a CAVE, as discussed before. In addition, we adapted the virtual
player process to allow a human to take over the identity of one of the players,
participate in the game, and interact with the simulation. For this purpose,
we use a Translator process (see Figure 4.1) that translates tracker changes
into soccer commands and transmits these to the Soccer Server (just like
the normal virtual players do). Finally, we coupled two CAVEs at different
locations. The two CAVEs are connected to the same Soccer Server, so
the two humans participate in the same game. The two CAVEs exchange
tracking data to achieve this coupling, using the network functionalities of
the CAVE library.

As mentioned before, the major problem in implementing the system is its
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Figure 4.4: Temporal difference

inherent delay, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. At each cycle, the CAVE monitor
receives state information from the Soccer Server. This data is expanded
from 2D to 3D and visualized in the CAVE. The user then reacts to the
world he is immersed in. These movements are converted by the translator
process into commands, which are sent back to the Soccer Server. All these
steps are processed in a pipelined manner, so the user reacts on the previous
state of the Soccer Server, and his movements are processed during the next
simulation step. This inherent lag of the system significantly influences the
navigation, the interaction, and the collaboration.

To study and optimize our system, we have done several experiments,
using the CAVE located at SARA in Amsterdam [70]. This CAVE
is connected to an IBM SP/2 parallel supercomputer, which runs the
RoboCup simulation (using multiple processors for the players and other
processes). For the wide-area experiments, we use a second CAVE, located
at Stockholm [58], which also is connected to a local SP/2.

Experiment

Our goal is to let the human player in the CAVE be able to kick the ball when
he wants. This is only possible if, according to the Soccer Server, the human
is close enough to the ball. Thus, we have to reduce the distance between
the position of the user in the CAVE and the corresponding position in the
simulated world as much as possible, to offer natural interaction. One obvious
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solution could have been to sample a joystick (mounted on the wand) and
to emit the directly corresponding commands (forward motion means dash,
sideways motion means turn). The visualization is then updated for the
next cycle with the monitor data. When using such an approach, however,
the user always reacts on a past view. Also, his movements are limited,
so he experiences non-natural interaction. Moreover, the refresh rate of the
monitor data from the Soccer Server is only 10Hz, which is too slow to provide
smooth visualization.

We have tested our system with two ’benchmark’ trajectories. One is the
path of a simulated player of the ’CMUnited98’-team (CMU-track), taken
from the final of the 1998 RoboCup Simulator Tournament. This trajectory
is originally built out of simulation-native turn and dash-commands. It is
ideally suited to test the algorithm. The second benchmark is the path of
a human in the CAVE that uses a joystick (mounted on the wand) to steer
the player around the soccer field (Joystick-track). Because this trajectory
is not native to the Soccer Server, we expect it to be harder to follow. We
replayed these two trajectories, and measured the average distance between
the user and the corresponding simulated player.

Walking

As described above, the translator process receives changes in the position
and orientation of the human player in the CAVE. It compares this
information with the position and orientation stored in the simulation (see
Figure 4.5). It then tries to emit a soccer command that reduces the
difference between the two (i.e., which will bring the simulated position and
orientation close to those of the human). Since the Soccer Server will accept
only one command per 100 msec, the translator waits until the Soccer Server
has acknowledged the previous command before sending a new command.

Δ−→x (−→xold,−−−−→xhuman) = −−−−→xhuman −−→xold (4.1)

Equation 4.1 shows the new difference that should be transmitted to
the server (using dash and turn commands) as function of the old position
received from the server and the position of the human in the virtual
environment. Δ−→x can be decomposed into an angular part t and a
modulus/length d. The angular part t is transmitted as a turn command,
and the length d, multiplied by the dash-factor is transmitted as a dash
command. Note that this is a very simplified view of the problem. Equation
4.2 shows how it evolved into what we finally used for the tests.

An interesting problem is which command should be emitted by the
translator. Both the position and orientation may differ between the virtual
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Figure 4.5: Difference between human and represented player

world and the simulation. Ideally, the translator thus should emit a turn-
command to cover the difference in orientation (the angle t) and at the same
time a dash command to cover the distance d, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.
Unfortunately, the Soccer Server allows only one command per cycle, so we
need a way to serialize turn and dash-commands.

We tried several strategies and found that the most accurate strategy is
simply to alternate the turn and dash-commands. Unlike other strategies,
this gives two steady streams of commands (with a fixed time between
each consecutive command) for both the angle and the distance. This
property allows us to optimize the turn and dash-parameters by using simple
extrapolations and by partially modeling the inverse of the Soccer Server.

Δ−→x (−→xold,
−−−−→xhuman2,

−−−−→xhuman) = 2−−−−→xhuman −−−−−→xhuman2 −−→xold (4.2)

Equation 4.2 shows the equation used in the experiments. The equation is
based on the previous position of the human

−−−−−−→
xhuman2, the current position

of the human −−−−→xhuman, and the previous position as seen by the soccer server−→xold. One could say that we are calculating the position where the soccer
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server should believe us to be in the coming cycle.

Figure 4.6 shows the results for both trajectories in local and wide-area
setups. The Dash-factor is varied between 50 and 110 momentum-units.
This factor indicates the force at which a dash is performed, and we are
looking for a minimum in distance for both trajectories. The shaded area
indicates the interaction range, the distance at which the player is allowed
to kick the ball. It has been set to one meter by the Soccer Server.

As expected, the wide-area results show a larger average distance. In
this case, the algorithm needs to recover from network latency-effects and
glitches common to the Internet. Furthermore, the algorithm clearly prefers
motions that are native to the Soccer Server. The average distances for the
CMU-track are smaller than those of the joystick-track.

Due to the large amount of noise in the system, even when using
average distances, it is not clear which dash-factor is optimal for the tested
trajectories. The results show roughly that a dash-factor below 80 increases
the average distance. For these low-strength cases, the algorithm can not
keep up with the speed of the human in the CAVE.
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Kicking

Full interaction with a RoboCup soccer game consists furthermore of being
able to kick the virtual ball. For this, we added a third tracker to the CAVE
setup at SARA. The VR software recognizes a kick-command using this
tracker, attached to the dominant foot of the human. A kick-command is
issued when three conditions are met. Firstly, the tangential speed of the
foot must be above a set threshold. Furthermore, the human must be within
kicking-range of the ball, and finally, the foot has to move towards the ball.
The force-parameter of the kick-command is derived from the instantaneous
speed of the foot, and the angle-parameter is derived from the instantaneous
direction of the foot. Both speed and direction are sampled at the point where
the speed reaches a local maximum. Using this approach it is possible to give
both hard and soft (dribbling) kicks. Since the accuracy of the trackers we
use (Ascension Flock-of-Birds magnetic trackers) is limited, especially when
the tracker is at a highly asymmetric position as is the case for the foot
tracker, the detection of the kick from this data is rather crude.

Collaboration

During the RoboCup’99 event, we played a soccer match between two human
players in two CAVEs (in Amsterdam and in Stockholm). The Soccer
Server was located in Amsterdam, so the Amsterdam-player experienced local
latency effects, whereas the Stockholm-player experienced wide-area latency
effects. Even though this difference was noticible in the soccer experience
on both sides, the game was a success and attracted the attention of Dutch
television.

Figure 4.7 shows the distribution of distances measured for the CMU-
track both locally and in a wide-area setup experiment done at the Stockholm
site. It shows that 50% of the time, the distance is below 1 meter (indicated,
again, by the interaction range). 90% of the time, it is below 1.6 meters and
the tail (indicated as ’large latency errors’ in Figure 4.7) is larger for the
wide-area case. This is expected, because the algorithm recovers more from
latency problems in the wide-area setup.

Conclusions

We have described a Virtual Reality system that allows users at different
locations to interact with a distributed multi-agent system. For our case
study, RoboCup, the interaction is natural and is similar to that of a human
soccer player: the user in a CAVE can kick a virtual ball.
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The most difficult problem we addressed is how to deal with the latency
that is induced by the multi-agent simulation and by the wide-area network
that connects different CAVEs. This latency causes a difference between the
real position of the human in the virtual space and the position stored by
the simulation. Latency is unavoidable, so to some extent it is a problem
one has to live with. We reduce the impact of the latency problem in several
ways. Our navigation software anticipates the movements of the human
player and tries to reduce the difference in the positions. Also, we provide
visual feedback to the user, showing the current position according to the
simulation. Finally, we exploit the principle of compression and send a
minimal amount of state information over the network. Rather than sending
complete images, we transmit the state of the soccer game (which is much
smaller) and expand this state locally to 3D images. This is especially
important for communication over (slow) wide-area networks.

Besides latency issues, we found basic problems occurring in the setup
of interactive, collaborative experiences in virtual reality for researchers.
First and foremost, it is very likely that multiple different computer setups
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and operating systems are going to be used. Programming and using
such systems, especially for computer graphics and virtual reality, requires
technical expertise that is not readily available with the researcher. We came
to believe that it should be possible to simplify the technical issues to allow a
broader spectrum of researchers to use virtual reality for their experiments.
This lead to the development of the Aura and VIRPI toolkits as described
in Chapter 3.

Multi-modal applications become increasingly popular (for instance, TV
reception using HDTV, regular TV, a lower resolution IP stream or even a
mobile phone), and even though each mode has a different focus, there is a
common base that can be described, like here, using a toolkit or library.

Second, not altering the Robocup software is a basic need that can be
found in many experimental setups. Often some software exists to perform
number crunching, simulation or data transformation and analysis, and
this software was, like the soccer server, not made with interaction and
visualization in mind. Communicating naturally with such software is a
big plus in the rapid prototyping atmosphere of researchers. This lead to the
development of the CAVEStudy toolkit as described in Chapter 3.

Third, these experiments were done in the CAVE. A CAVE is a large and
costly virtual reality vehicle that allows only a single user to be immersed in
a virtual world. Due to its cost, a complete CAVE would not be available to
researchers on-site. Furthermore, researchers work together (also at the same
geographic location), so a single-user system would not be sufficient. This
lead to the development of the ICWall commodity tiled display as described
in Chapter 2.

4.3 Root Canal Length Measurement

This section describes a case study in dentistry, in which VR is used to
measure the length of the root canal of a tooth from processed tomography
data. The virtual reality measuring technique is analyzed and compared
to traditional measuring techniques for this application. We show that
measuring in virtual reality provides an accurate and versatile alternative
to situations where traditional techniques are deficient. Also, we show that
using Aura and VIRPI we can quickly develop and refine the measurement
application.
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Introduction

One type of interaction that is of particular importance to application
specialists, is quantitative measurement in visualization space. By using
virtual reality techniques to measure in the domain of the visualized data,
more flexibility is offered for 3D analysis [78]. The measurement environment
and the data can be shared among different scientists at various locations
simultaneously and in real-time. Moreover, one can measure any type of
derived quantity (not necessarily physically related) from the data at hand.

The software structure presented in Chapter 3 allows application special-
ists to combine various aspects of VR and measuring into an application
prototype using a simple API. Also, data resulting from experiments or
simulations can be measured and correct approaches to calibration and
validity of the measuring tools can be assessed.

A real-world experiment in dentistry, where all above mentioned aspects
of measuring in VR are covered, is measuring the length of the root canal of
a tooth. Traditionally, this is done by either physically measuring the length
or analyzing an X-ray photograph of the tooth. Physical measurement is
complicated because the tooth is embedded in the jaw. Furthermore, because
the root canal is a three-dimensional structure, a projection to a conventional
two-dimensional X-ray image can leave out essential information, making the
analysis less reliable.

Inspired by this problem, this section shows the steps to take in setting
up and calibrating virtual reality as a measuring tool. Also, we present a
case study where measuring in virtual reality is compared to traditional
techniques, and show that virtual reality is a viable, valid and flexible
alternative to traditional measuring environments.

This section presents the following:

• We describe a case study in dentistry where the software framework is
used to measure the length of the root canal of a tooth.

• We compare this technique with traditional measuring methods for this
application.

Related Work

In our work, we use visualization in a VR environment, which is used to
measure the length of the root canal of a tooth from computed tomography
scans.

Examining the structure of the root canal of the tooth is done by
recreating a 3D model of the tooth from tomographic data[17, 59]. Here,
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high-resolution tomographic voxel geometries are examined, to measure
volumes, surfaces and diameters. However, research on this does not include
the use of interactive virtual reality techniques to acquire measurement
conditions and provide immediate feedback.

Dealing with user interface issues when visualizing CT scan results is
researched by Arnold et al.[1]. Their work combines surface representations
of teeth with force feedback and collision detection, to mimic the conditions
under which dentists work. A considerable problem in quantative measure-
ment of the root canal is the definition of the start and end of the canal. The
addition of force feedback and collision detection might aid in this, as the
dentist gets a more natural feeling of what he is measuring.

Other measurement environments, like GEOPROVE[5], allow for more
machine-driven measuring, where measurements are done as a result of
defined calculations much less visible to the user. In our approach, we
deliberately let the actual measuring take place in the space around the
user to study the interaction and need for calibration and measurement
correctness.

Measuring

Theoretically, measuring can be defined as a quantification of an observation
in a given space. We consider a virtual environment that displays data as
such a space. There are several advantages in using the visualization space
for measuring. Primarily, quantities can be measured with great ease, even
quantities that can not be measured in reality or are commonly very costly
to measure. Moreover, virtual reality provides great flexibility in further
prototyping of the measurement experiments among multiple scientists at
different sites.

We will first look at the example of our case study. Figure 4.8 shows an
overview of measuring as applied to the case study. The top part shows the
acquisition and reconstruction of the tooth data, and the bottom part shows
the virtual reality environment where the virtual measuring takes place. In
this case study, Local Computed Tomography (Local CT) is applied to obtain
a series of radiographic images. These images are combined to reconstruct
tomographic slices of the data. The slices make up a volume, and since
the tooth is a solid object, an isosurface is extracted from this volume to
represent the tooth in virtual reality. This tooth is visualized and presented
to the user. The user can now measure the length of the root canal of
the tooth directly from the visualization domain, and can adjust parameters
for the slice reconstruction (filtering) and isosurface extraction (threshold).
These parameters are then fed back into the process to generate a new
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Figure 4.8: The process of measuring the root canal in virtual reality.

representation of the tooth.

Calibration

In order to qualify as a valid measuring technique, the VR application must
be calibrated. There are two ways to achieve this. The simplest way is to
measure an object of known dimensions (a golden standard), and compare
the result to each measured object. The advantage of this method is that
only a single calibration is required. However, all measurements should be
done under identical conditions, so the filtering and threshold values may not
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change.
A more elaborate way is to calibrate every step (CCD camera, recon-

struction, isosurface extraction) of the setup individually and work with
a combined calibration over all steps. This method can introduce errors,
but is more flexible, leaving the user to freely experiment with filtering and
threshold values. Here, we will use the first method and assume that filtering
and threshold values are fixed over a measurement series.

CT Scanner

In order to get an accurate scan of one of the patient’s teeth (or any other
region in the maxillofacial area), an imaging procedure based on computed
tomography (CT), called Local CT, is used. This essentially means that a
series of X-ray projections are made at different angles around the patient.
These “images” are captured with a CCD device and processed to reconstruct
the volume.

In conventional CT, the X-ray beam used is wide enough to cover the
whole width of the patient. In Local CT, the beam is much smaller and
covers only the region of interest (ROI), resulting in much more favorable
dose conditions. For the case study described here, Local CT is used, and the
ROI is a molar, which is much smaller than the head of the patient. Using
a narrow beam means that the volume is sampled only partially, and the
projections of the ROI are corrupted by structures surrounding the ROI, e.g.
the other teeth in the mouth, and the hard structures of the maxillofacial
region. To reconstruct the volume, the standard filtered back-projection CT-
algorithm[31] is still usable although the surrounding tissue will reduce the
contrast.

The experimental setup consists of an X-ray source, an object table, and
a detector mounted on an optical bench (Figure 4.9). The X-ray source
is a standard device, commonly used in dental practice and it produces
a conal beam. However, the current setup has a focus-to-object distance
which is large with respect to the object-to-sensor distance. Therefore, we
approximate the conal beam with a parallel beam. We currently use a Sirona
Sidexis CCD detector (664x872 pixels with a 12-bits precision).

Software Framework

Using Aura, VIRPI, CAVEStudy, and proprietary programs to generate the
tooth representation, figure 4.11 is realized. To calibrate the setup, assess
the usefulness of virtual reality, and the correctness of the results, an isolated
tooth is measured in three ways:
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Figure 4.9: The setup used to measure an individual tooth. Note that in
order to get exposures at different angles, the tooth is rotated in the setup.

Figure 4.10: The setup used to measure a tooth in a lower jaw.
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physically measuring the endodontic file with a caliper,

traditionally measuring on a projected X-ray picture (the common den-
tistry method),

VR using the new VR method.

Reconstruction of the slices is done using an implementation of the
filtered back-projection algorithm [88]. The projection images are filtered
with a ramp filter and back-projected onto the slices. These slices are
passed as volume data through an isosurface extraction program. This was
programmed using the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) library, which provides
functionality to apply visualization primitives to a dataset (the “Marching
Cubes” algorithm, mesh decimation, etc.). Finally, the resulting triangle
mesh is decimated.

To minimize programming of the control over the dataset generation
programs, the user has to describe the program with a description file. This
file is processed by CAVEStudy to generate two objects, a proxy and a server
object (see Figure 4.8).

The program is wrapped into a server object to control its execution.
This way, the program stays in its native execution environment, and no
alterations to it are needed. The server’s interface provides methods to start,
stop, pause and resume the program. The data generated by the program
is automatically propagated to the proxy object using the CAVERNSoft[42]
network layer.

With Aura, VIRPI and CAVEStudy, the reconstruction, the isosurface
generation, and the visualization are merged. CAVEStudy retrieves the
decimated triangle mesh for the virtual reality application. Using the VIRPI
framework, an application is built that displays a translucent tooth in a box
(figure 4.11), and allows the user to rotate the box around its three main
axes. This way, the user can investigate the tooth data from various angles.

The box also contains a spline yardstick which is used to measure the
length of the root canal interactively. The yardstick consists of four movable
control points and a connected Catmull-Rom spline[9] between them. The
Catmull-Rom spline is used for its continuous-tangent property. The tangents
of the spline pieces at each control point are intrinsically defined in such a
way that the spline is guaranteed to be a continuous curve. Because we wish
to measure a curved trajectory, at least three control points are required. In
our setup, four control points are used, allowing the user to specify a non-
planar curve. The actual measuring is done by calculating the length of this
spline.
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Figure 4.11: A frontal view of the measuring environment.

To support the user in finding the root canal in the tooth, two features
are added to the program. First, the tooth can be made transparent. This
way, the user can get an overview of the interior of the tooth, including the
root canals. Second, the user is aided by a visualization of the slice closest to
the motion tracked wand. In this visualization, a user can accurately inspect
whether or not the yardstick is indeed inside the boundary of the root canal.
After careful inspection and placing the spline points, the root canal length
can be measured.

The threshold value of the isosurface extraction and the filter settings for
the slice reconstruction are controlled by sliders in the virtual environment.
From these sliders, variables are sent back to the reconstruction program.
The current length, the threshold value and the filter settings are displayed
on a display board in the virtual environment. Figure 4.12 shows the view
of the virtual environment as the tooth is being measured.

Being able to change the threshold value and the filter settings has direct
influence on the quality of the measurement. If the threshold value is taken
too low, the visualized root canal is too long. If the threshold value is taken
too high, the root canal is visualized too short or not visible at all. Similarly,
setting incorrect filter parameters results in a poor reconstruction.
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Figure 4.12: A side view of the measuring environment.

Calibration

The measurement procedure for the virtual reality setup essentially consists
of comparing the length of the spline placed by the user with the length of a
“golden standard” or reference stick that is measured separately beforehand.
In general, displaying 3D graphics already implies a metric with a unit
length. Thus, calibrating the virtual reality setup as a measurement device
comes down to finding a factor with which to scale the unit length already
at hand. To do this as objectively as possible, an automatic calibration
routine is designed. This routine takes the total set of slice images from the
reconstruction program. Assuming that the stick is placed vertically on the
optical bench, the routine finds the lowest and highest slice on which the stick
is visible. From both slices, the center of gravity in the feature is calculated,
thereby locating the center of the stick’s start and endpoints in the volume.
Knowing these, and knowing how far the slices are apart in the visualization,
the length of the stick can be calculated. Dividing the length of the stick
that was measured with a caliper (20.5mm) by the length obtained from the
above algorithm gives the calibration factor.

Inaccuracies in this algorithm are due to noise in the CCD and the
propagation effects of the filtered back-projection algorithm. We neglect
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these effects with respect to the error margins of the other measuring methods
(physical and traditional), as they are much smaller.

Experiments

In order to asses the validity of using virtual reality as a measuring
environment, we let a group of test-users measure two objects: the reference
stick and one root canal of the tooth. Measuring the reference stick shows
how the measurement error is related to the user interface and the ability of
the user to correctly interpret what he sees. Measuring the tooth then gives
the actual results and shows tendencies due to the user’s interpretations.

Before the experiments are conducted, the reference stick is measured to
be 20.5±0.1mm. Then, the filter settings and isosurface threshold are fixed,
so the reconstruction of the stick clearly coincides with the slices. Finally,
the automatic calibration algorithm is applied to yield the calibration factor
for 3D space.

For the actual experiments, 7 users are asked to measure the stick 5 times
and the root canal 3 times. The measurements are done in the CAVETM

environment at the Academic Computing Services Amsterdam (SARA) [70].
with an Ascension Flock-of-Birds tracking system.

The Reference Stick

In VR, the interpretation of the location of the start and the end of the root
canal becomes important. The stick, as opposed to the tooth, is a clearly
defined shape for which the start and end points provide no interpretational
differences amongst the users. Because the stick is a cylinder with nonzero
radius, the length of the cylinder is the smallest possible distance between
the start and end caps of the cylinder. All other connections between the
start and end caps yield a larger length. This implies that the measurements
will likely show a small overestimation, rather than an underestimation.

Figure 4.13 shows a frequency distribution of the measured lengths. The
average measured length is 20.57mm with a standard deviation of 0.07mm.
We observe an unexpectedly large overestimation in the measurements. A
possible source for this can be seen in figures 4.15 and 4.14. This shows
the actual Z-coordinates of the top and bottom control points of the spline
yardstick for every user with respect to the start and end caps of the stick.
There is a tendency for users to avoid placing the control points inside the
stick, thereby introducing the extra (small) overestimation.
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Figure 4.13: Frequency distribution of measured lengths.
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Figure 4.14: Spread of bottom control points for the yardstick. Connected
dots are from the same user.

The Tooth

Because the tooth is a less well-defined shape, it is interesting to know the
interpretation issues of the start and end of the root canal. Figure 4.17
shows the Z-coordinates of the last control point of the spline yardstick for
each measurement for each user. The end of the root canal is rather well
defined, and measurements there show a similar effect as for the stick; users
tend to avoid placing the bottom control point inside the tooth.

Figure 4.18 shows the spread of top control points on a plane perpendicu-
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Figure 4.15: Spread of top control points for the yardstick. Connected dots
are from the same user.

Figure 4.16: Traditional measurement of the root canal length of each of the
root canals in a separate tooth.
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Figure 4.17: Spread of bottom control points for the tooth. Connected dots
are from the same user.

object physical traditional virtual
root1 17.5mm 17.3mm 18.0mm
root2 17.9mm 17.9mm 18.0mm
root3 19.0mm 18.8mm 18.9mm

Table 4.2: Table of measured tooth root canals.

lar to the vertical axis through the center of the tooth. Like for the cylindrical
shape of the reference stick, the definition of the center can introduce an
overestimation. However, this does not need to be large, because the root
canal is bent, and all control points influence the measured length. If the first
segment in the spline can be approximated with a straight line, trigonometry
on figure 4.18 shows that the largest overestimation is in the order of 0.1mm.

Results

The measurements of the test-users on the root canal are averaged to come
to the result of table 4.2. We see that the traditional method indicates
shorter lengths than the other two methods. This shows that a projection of
the tooth (an X-ray photograph) is not sufficient for accurate measuring. A
projected length is always shorter than or at most equal to the real length.
Furthermore, we see the suggested overestimation in the VR method, due to
the interpretational and user interface issues described above.
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Figure 4.18: Spread of top control points for the tooth. No distinction
between users has been made.

Conclusions

The section shows that it is possible to use VR as an experimentation
environment where real-world measuring paradigms can be applied. Both
software technical and measurement issues have been addressed. It is
possible to create, validate and calibrate a measurement experiment using the
Aura/VIRPI and CAVEStudy libraries and proprietary software translating
information from the physical experimental setup.

Besides measuring on processed real world data, measuring in VR
opens possibilities to measure on highly complex datasets, where classical
measuring is not possible, too expensive or hard to realize accurately.
Visualizing derived information presents new quantities to observe and, to
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Figure 4.19: Traditional measurement of the root canal length of a tooth
inside a jaw.
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measure.

Furthermore, the section shows a novel non-invasive way of measuring
the length of the root canal of a tooth of a patient subject to a minimal
dose of radiation. The method yields accurate results, and shows that the
traditional use of a 2D X-ray projection is not sufficient. As noted before,
because the user has very flexible control over the measuring process, the user
can analyze very noisy input data, implying that the radiation dose could be
reduced even further.

The slight overestimation of the length found in the experiments is due
to psychological reasons; the user does not want to ’enter’ the object and
rather places the control points on the outside. This bias can most probably
be overcome by adequate training.

4.4 Classroom Usage of the ICWall

This section describes the educational efforts done on the ICWall setup, as
described in Chapter 2. The tiled display has been used for a dozen courses
during a period of three years, and experiences here show the actual use
of Aura and VIRPI, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of a tiled
display in an educational setting.

Furthermore, several virtual reality applications have been ported to, or
built with, Aura on the ICWall to study the usefulness of a cost-effective
virtual reality display for researchers.

The ICwall Scalable Tiled Display

In order to use the ICWall (Chapter 2) in an educational environment, the
classroom where the wall is situated is fitted with a digital whiteboard
mounted on a large plasma screen next to the tiled display. These are
connected to a Windows PC which is used to control the ICWall and the
applications. Using a parallel implementation of Aura, and some extra
functionality for the display, applications of the Windows PC, as well as
of the Linux PC that drives the ICWall can be started and accessed. The
Linux PC can be used directly via a VNC (Virtual Network Computing)
connection, and applications directly made with Aura can be started this
way. For simpler tasks, a web interface was made with which a lecturer can
upload Powerpoint presentations, images and movies and show them on the
tiled display with a single click.
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Using the ICwall

Attracting users has been a prime goal during the entire project. Many
teachers are afraid of the new technology and do not realize that a wall-
size PowerPoint (PPT) presentation can already be created by just changing
the ”slide width” in the ”Page setup” under the File menu. We have given
numerous demonstrations for teachers and researchers to make them familiar
with the ICwall. In a period of three years, the wall became more and more
popular, resulting in a substantial number of enthusiastic users. About ten
classes used the ICwall regularly, as shown in Table 4.3. The classes are
from many different programs and use a mixture of presentation software,
including PowerPoint, Acrobat (PDF) and web browsers (HTML). Virtually
all classes exploit the large surface of the wall, either by using a single large
window or multiple smaller windows. Several classes use specialized software,
such as a movie player, VMD (Visual Molecular Dynamics) or Sybar (an
application for clinical motion analysis).

course program software characteristic
Parallel programming CS PPT widescreen
Computer Graphics CS PDF multi-window
Multimedia Authoring CS PPT normal presentation
Phys. Appl. Comp. Science Phys. PPT OpenDX & movies
Biochem./Cell. Biology MNS PPT widescreen & movies
Self Organizing Systems AI PDF applet & video
Movement Analysis HMS PPT widescreen & Sybar
Project Cancer MNS PPT widescreen
Network Programming CS PPT widescreen & movies
Protein Folding BI HTML VMD / browser
Data Analysis & Tools BI HTML VMD / browser

Table 4.3: Overview of the courses using the ICWall (CS = Computer
Science, Phys. = Physics, MNS = Medical Natural Sciences, HMS = Human
Movement Sciences, AI = Artificial Intelligence, BI = Bioinformatics)

Evaluation

The ICwall thus has been used extensively over a period of three years
for both research and education, learning us many useful lessons. The key
advantages of a tiled display are the large projection surface and the high
resolution. Both aspects haven proven to be valuable, although the large
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Figure 4.20: Scene from the Computer Graphics class

surface is used primarily for educational and artistic applications (see Figures
4.23 and 4.24) and the high resolution mainly by research projects.

The large projection surface is used by virtually all classes to display
much information at the same time. A canonical example is the Computer
Graphics class (see Figure 4.20), in which the teacher makes heavy use of
OpenGL applications that he develops incrementally and interactively during
the lecture. He therefore needs multiple windows at the same time, for the
presentation, the OpenGL program, and the output of the program. This
class was initially given with one PC and one beamer, and then suffered
heavily from the context switching between the presentation, application,
and graphical output. A tiled display thus has a clear added value here.
Several other classes do something similar, using other visualization packages
(OpenDX), movies, Web browsers, or molecule visualizations (VMD). Several
classes have been adapted to use wide-screen PowerPoint slides. The
Parallel Programming class, for example, regularly puts pseudo-code for
multiple concurrent processes on one slide, making it easier to explain the
communication patterns between them.

Another interesting case study is the Human Movement Sciences class
(see Figure 4.21). They study the gait cycle, which distinguishes between
eight different stages in human motion. At each stage, the teacher wants to
show several pieces of information simultaneously:

• The position of the walking body is visualized frame by frame with a
video movie and a 3D skeleton animation through which the teacher
can navigate.

• The forces on the muscles are illustrated with graphs and with vector
fields in both the movie and the animation.
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Figure 4.21: The Human Movement Sciences class

• The functional anatomy (direction of the muscle forces relative to the
joints) must be displayed to explain how the muscles work.

Because all this information can be displayed simultaneously, it is much easier
to explain the relations between the body position, forces, and muscles.

The high resolution of the ICwall is exploited by many research projects.
Users need to display very large data sets, for example:

• The Biochemistry group uses large pictures (up to 8000 x 8600 pixels)
to explain chemical pathways in biological processes of a cell.

• The Geology department uses height-maps of several countries with
100 meter resolution, resulting in pictures of up to 110,000 x 88,000
pixels.

Neither of these pictures fits completely on the ICwall, so we still have to
use zooming and scrolling to navigate through them, but nevertheless these
applications become more manageable due to the higher resolution. On a
single screen, for example, only a very small part of each picture can be
displayed, so the user easily looses the context and orientation.
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Figure 4.22: Scene from stereo visualization test.

Another advantage of the ICwall (in addition to its high surface and
resolution) is its support for stereo visualizations. Our experience of using
stereo for education is still limited to simple demonstrations. We do have
several research applications that use stereo:

• The institute for Environmental Studies uses VR to support decision
making in spatial planning of cities (see Chapter 3). They use satellite
images of the city of Groningen augmented with pictures of newly
planned buildings and parks. They use this 3D Aura application both
in the CAVE and on the ICwall.

• 3D visualization of a reconstructed human tooth (see previous section)
that a dentist can use to accurately measure the length of a root canal,
which is needed for root canal treatments.

• We use 3D rendering to display the above mentioned geological height
maps on the wall.

The various users of the ICwall also have different demands on the
interaction techniques. The interaction tools of the ICwall are more limited
than, say, a CAVE, which supports tracking and 3D interaction (e.g., using
a wand). We felt that tracking of the human user would not be very useful
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Figure 4.23: Theoretical Physics class.

for education, especially as the audience is at a fixed position. For research
applications like molecule visualization, tracking could be more useful. The
ICwall currently uses a SmartBoard with traditional devices (mouse and
keyboard) for interaction. For teaching, the SmartBoard is a reasonable
interaction device, although it also showed shortcomings. Many teachers
wanted to be able to write on the wall, just as they can do on a blackboard.
We therefore developed a software tool that allows the user to write on the
SmartBoard and that propagates the written images to the ICwall.

Some of the research applications require interaction techniques that are
not yet available on the ICWall. For example, the 3D virtual measurements
needed for the root canal application are difficult to perform without proper
3D interaction tools like the Wand in the CAVE.

Technical Issues

Building a scalable tiled display and making it usable for teachers was
a significant undertaking. We had to overcome many practical obstacles,
such as obtaining a room, protecting the screen through a removable wall,
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Figure 4.24: Art exposition on the ICWall

installing air-conditioning (which is rare in European universities), adapting
the light conditions and minimizing the noise overhead. Here, we discuss the
more generally useful lesson learned about the technology, including systems
software and hardware rendering.

A major technical issue is how to exploit the hardware rendering
capabilities for 3D applications and movies of modern video cards. Due to
the enormous technological improvements in video cards, hardware rendering
typically is one or more orders of magnitude faster than software rendering.
We can exploit hardware rendering, but only for applications that are
especially designed for Aura. For 3D applications, this is achieved by
transmitting the scene description over the network rather than the pixels.
This way, rendering is postponed and eventually performed by the graphics
hardware of the rendering cluster. For movies, we have developed a high-
performance parallel movie player that takes a video source (e.g. a DVD
or AVI file), splits it up over the eight PCs using Myrinet, and displays the
video on the ICWall using hardware rendering. This program is able to play
DVD-quality video on the ICwall at about 45 frames per second.
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Conclusions

A scalable tiled display built from custom projectors and PCs is an attractive
visualization environment for both education and research. It is much less
expensive than high-tech solutions like a CAVE or a work bench and it is
suitable for a large audience. We and other projects have shown that it is
technically feasible to build a high-resolution display at low cost.

Unlike most other projects, however, the ICwall has been integrated in an
academic environment, allowing it to be used extensively for education and
research. We have attracted several dozens of enthusiastic users who have
used the wall for about 1000 hours in total for classes as well as research
projects. In general, the user experiences were very positive. The users
appreciate both the large surface and the high resolution of the wall. The
large surface is primarily used for education, to display multiple aspects of the
subject being studied, or to explain correlations between different entities.
The high resolution, on the other hand, is exploited mostly by researchers,
who need it to display very large data sets.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This chapter gives an overview of the research done in this thesis. It gives a
summary of all conclusions made in the various chapters, and addresses the
research questions proposed in the introduction.

5.1 Summary

Chapter 2: Tiled Displays

Chapter 2 shows how to realize a high-resolution stereo tiled display, using
low-cost commodity hardware. It elaborates on a fully automatic calibration
method that is used for geometric and photometric calibration. The
display outputs a passive stereo image, using linear polarized light for stereo
separation.

The calibration procedure works by displaying a checkerboard pattern on
each projected tile. This pattern is photographed with a digital camera, and
the photograph is analyzed with a subpixel-accurate matched filter analysis
algorithm. The resulting checkerboard coordinates are fed into a model of
the screen and the projectors, and using a non-linear least-squares fitting
algorithm, image parameters for each projected tile are obtained. With these
parameters, the projected tiles can be adjusted to form a seamless image.

Each tile has a localized 3D transformation that incorporates a correct
stereo frustum calculation for a viewer standing at a distance in front of the
screen. The inter-ocular distance is taken into account. The resulting stereo
images are convincing.

Drawbacks of the method include color and intensity differences among
different projectors, as well as non-Lambertian screen characteristics for
which photometric calibration is only possible for a single point in the

121
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audience. Using automatic calibration, the user can comfortably show 3D
stereo visualization and incorporate this in education and research activities.

Chapter 3: Software Infrastructure

Chapter 3 shows how to create a toolkit that, in a platform-independent way,
integrates a wide variety of VR technology setups with scientific visualization
and measuring paradigms that are used by lecturers and researchers. The
proposed toolkit consists of 3 parts: Aura for the platform-independence,
VIRPI for VR events and widgets and CAVEStudy for communication with
existing datasets or running simulations and measurements. The toolkit has
been demonstrated via a set of case studies.

Even though the case studies have not been performed explicitly by
domain experts, Aura, VIRPI and CAVEStudy show great flexibility and
utility in a wide range of applications in an educational or research-oriented
setting. Aura can be used on setups like the IC-Wall tiled display, as well
as in the CAVE, or on the Responsive Workbench. In several case studies,
a prototype application that interfaces with existing unaltered software was
created with very little effort.

Chapter 4: Case Studies

Chapter 4 elaborates on two large case studies that have been performed in
the context of this thesis: root canal measurement in VR and interfacing
with the RoboCup soccer simulation system in VR. Next to this, the chapter
shows how Aura and the ICWall have been used to give lectures on various
topics.

Measuring the length of the root canal of a tooth in VR is done by
capturing the 3D structure of a tooth with local computed tomography. A
tooth is exposed to a very narrow and low-dosage X-ray beam, at the end of
which a CCD device captures an image. This is done at different angles to
obtain a series of opacity images of the tooth. From this set of images, a 3D
volume is computed and subsequently visualized in VR with Aura, VIRPI
and CAVEStudy. Then, a flexible measuring yardstick is visualized inside the
recreated 3D model of the tooth, and a user can position the yardstick inside
one of the root canals. This way, the length of the root canal is measured. To
get a correct measurement, the yardstick is calibrated by measuring a shape
of known size in the same manner, prior to measuring the root canal.

For the RoboCup simulation system, an interface was created between
a real human in the CAVE, and a simulated soccer game. The user in
the CAVE can, via a special foot-tracker, interact with the virtual ball of
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the simulation and thereby interact with the simulated soccer player agents.
The system was tested by having people perform specified soccer-related
tasks, like walking around a box, dribbling with the ball, etc. Finally, a
soccer match was played by connecting two VR processes from Amsterdam
and Stockholm to the same soccer simulation. Work on this application
ultimately led to the development of Aura, VIRPI and CAVEStudy.

The ICWall demonstrates the feasibility of a high-resolution display at
low cost. Several dozens of enthusiastic users have used the ICWall for about
1000 hours in total for classes, as well as research projects. In general, the
user experiences were very positive. The users appreciate both the large
surface and the high resolution of the wall. The large surface is primarily
used for education, to display multiple aspects of the subject being studied,
or to explain correlations between different entities. The high resolution, on
the other hand, is exploited mostly by researchers, who need it to display
very large data sets.

5.2 Discussion

To conclude this chapter and thesis, we will revisit the research questions
posed in Chapter 1.

How does one set up a fully automatic geometric and photometric
calibration procedure for projector-based tiled displays, such that the result
is accurate enough to produce convincing (stereo) images?

Chapter 2 explains the complete process of automatic geometric and
photometric calibration. The accuracy can be clearly measured, as are the
limitations of the solution: color and brightness differences among projected
tiles, partially due to non-Lambertian screen behavior.

How does one develop a high-level VR toolkit running on different VR
setups that can be used by domain experts?

This question has several aspects. Domain experts are supposed to
be programmers that know C/C++, whereas course lecturers are usually
not programmers at all. Also, in research environments there might be a
program-savvy researcher, but this is by no means a given, so at least some
kind of external assistance is required. This assistance does not have to be a
full-fledged VR specialist, as shown in the case studies in Chapter 3, which
were mostly done by students from outside computer science.

Next to this, creating an API that is suitable for rapid prototyping, and
has the right features, is not trivial either. Aura succeeds in providing a
platform-independent base for rapid prototyping, but it lacks certain features.
This was a deliberate choice, because the API should be simple and easy to



understand, but education and research projects that consider the use of Aura
might need much more visualization functionality, as well as more interactive
features.

What has been shown in the ICWall implementation of Aura is that a
well-considered API allows performance optimizations to be done to a great
extent. This in itself has been the onset of the Ph.D. research project of Tom
van der Schaaf [89].

Given a local CT setup and given this toolkit, can one show that measuring
of a molar root canal in 3D benefits from the added value of VR?

Given the volume data of the tooth and the calibration of the yardstick,
the root canal can be measured with at least as much accuracy as is possible
when physically measuring the root canal. This is more accurate than the
traditional X-ray photo estimation method that is being used by dentists
everywhere.

A dentist will likely not procure a complete CAVE-like VR setup, but
the technology shows that with different analysis techniques and a different
approach to measuring, better results for the patients can be obtained.

What is the added value of classroom VR for education?
The ICWall is a seamless big screen and has a high resolution. These are

the two main benefits that lecturers find in using the technology. The screen
has been used extensively to present multiple views and large datasets, but
much less using 3D graphics or custom applications.
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Samenvatting: Praktische
aspecten van virtual reality
technologie in onderzoeks- en
onderwijsomgevingen

Toepassing van Virtual Reality (VR), ofwel, (door computers gegenereerde)
denkbeeldige werkelijkheid, heeft de afgelopen 30 jaar een grote vlucht
genomen. Dankzij technologische vooruitgang en het steeds bereikbaarder
worden van de nodige hard- en software vormt VR tegenwoordig een deel
van ons dagelijks bestaan. Driedimensionale computerspellen en visuele
simulaties zijn inmiddels gemeengoed geworden.

Er zijn verschillende soorten virtual reality-opstellingen waarmee beeld en
geluid worden gegenereerd, en waarmee de gebruiker interaktie kan bedrijven.
Een van de meer bekende opstellingen is de 4- of 6-wandige CAVE. Dit
is een systeem waarbij de gebruiker in een kamer staat en wordt omringd
door computer-gegenereerd beeld. Dit beeld is stereoscopisch, zodat de
gebruiker ook diepte kan waarnemen en zich volledig ondergedompeld voelt.
De gebruiker heeft een afstandsbediening met bewegingssensoren waarmee
hij in virtual reality kan navigeren. Dergelijke technologie wordt momenteel
bij de Nintendo Wii spelcomputer geleverd.

Met alle ontwikkeling kan de vraag gesteld worden in hoeverre deze tech-
nologie bruikbaar is voor zaken als wetenschappelijk of medisch onderzoek, of
educatie. Dit proefschrift beschrijft hoe een klaslokaal kan worden uitgerust
met een zogenaamd Tiled Display (groot beeldscherm opgebouwd uit kleinere
deelvlakken) en hoe bestaande virtual reality-opstellingen (inclusief dit
klaslokaal) op uniforme en eenvoudige wijze kunnen worden aangestuurd
middels een ontwikkelde softwarebibliotheek. Vervolgens laat het proefschrift
een aantal case studies zien, waar deze bibliotheek wordt gebruikt. Als laatste
wordt beschreven hoe gedurende een paar jaar een Tiled Display is ingezet
bij verschillende colleges.
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Er zijn verschillende types Tiled Display. Tegenwoordig worden grote
schermen opgebouwd door TFT schermen samen te voegen, maar om een
echt naadloos scherm te bouwen zijn projectoren en een filmdoek een stuk
beter geschikt. Een Tiled Display bestaat uit een aantal schermdelen. In onze
testopstelling waren dit 8 schermdelen, 4 breed en 2 hoog. Elk schermdeel
wordt beschenen door een projector, en samen vormen deze deelbeelden het
gehele beeld, dat een wand bestrijkt van van zes meter breed en twee meter
hoog.

Voor het gevoel van onderdompeling is ook stereoscopisch beeld (diepte)
van belang. Hiervoor gebruiken we niet één, maar twee projectoren per
schermdeel. Beelden van de verschillende projectoren worden met behulp
van een polarisatie- of kleurenfilter gefilterd voor het linker en rechter oog
afzonderlijk, zodat de toeschouwer met een eenvoudig brilletje diepte ziet.

Alle projectoren voor alle schermdelen moeten precies juist worden
afgesteld, zodat ze een netjes naadloos beeld opleveren. Dit is handmatig
vrijwel onmogelijk, dus om dit te realiseren is een automatische calibratiepro-
cedure ontwikkeld. Deze procedure staat in detail beschreven in hoofdstuk
2.

Om alle projectoren aan te sturen wordt een cluster van PCs gebruikt.
De PCs zijn onderling verbonden middels een snel netwerk, en speciale
software zorgt ervoor dat elke projector precies het juiste deel van het beeld
projekteert.

Traditioneel is dergelijke software een zeer experimentele verzameling
van bibliotheken en handgeschreven programmatuur. Dit betekent dat zeer
specialistische kennis nodig is om virtual reality te gebruiken voor onderzoek
of educatie. Deze kennis is vaak niet aanwezig, en idealiter ook helemaal niet
gewenst. Met dit in gedachten beschrijft hoofdstuk 3 hoe een bibliotheek
ontwikkeld zou moeten worden waarmee alle virtual reality opstellingen,
inclusief het klaslokaal met Tiled Display, op gelijke manier eenvoudig kunnen
worden aangestuurd, zodat er geen specialistische kennis meer noodzakelijk
is.

Deze bibliotheek bestuurt het drie-dimensionale beeld, de bewegingssen-
soren en bij het klaslokaal de communicatie tussen de verschillende PCs.
Voorts kan met behulp van de bibliotheek snel een eenvoudige applicatie
worden opgezet om onderzoeksresultaten te visualiseren, deze visualisatie
te bewerken, metingen te verrichten, maar ook bijvoorbeeld educatieve
demonstraties te geven. De bibliotheek bestaat uit drie delen: Aura
voor de basisaansturing en het samenbrengen van de verschillende virtual
reality opstellingen, VIRPI voor het opzetten van een eenvoudige applicatie
waarmee gevisualiseerd en gemeten kan worden, en CAVEStudy om te
communiceren met bestaande programmatuur en meet- of simulatiegegevens
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in te lezen.
Om de bibliotheek te testen is een onderzoek gedaan tezamen met het

Academisch Centrum voor Tandheelkunde in Amsterdam (ACTA). Voor
het goed kunnen behandelen van een wortelkanaal van een kies, moet
een tandheelkundige de lengte van het wortelkanaal bepalen. Doet hij
dit verkeerd, dan zal de patient onnodig pijn hebben, of de klachten niet
kwijtraken. De tandheelkundige heeft dus een zeer nauwkeurige methode
nodig om het wortelkanaal te kunnen meten.

Doorgaans wordt een kies met een Röntgenapparaat gefotografeerd,
en meet de tandheelkundige de lengte van het kanaal van de foto af.
Daar een wortelkanaal geen platte, tweedimensionale vorm heeft, maar de
foto wel, wordt er een fout gëıntroduceerd bij deze methode waardoor de
meting onnauwkeurig is. Hiervoor is een opstelling ontwikkeld die vanuit
verschillende hoeken een groot aantal kleinere Röntgenfotos van een kies
maakt om zo, gecombineerd, de driedimensionale vorm van de kies en de
wortelkanalen te reconstrueren.

Deze reconstructie wordt naar VR overgebracht, en met behulp Aura,
VIRPI en CAVEStudy gevisualiseerd. De gebruiker ziet nu de kies uitverg-
root voor zich. Hij kan met een flexibele meetlat letterlijk de lengte van het
wortelkanaal gaan meten. Dit is misschien niet direkt een kosteneffektieve
methode voor een tandheelkundige om de lengte van het wortelkanaal van
zijn patient te meten, maar het onderzoek laat zien dat het zeer wel mogelijk
is om met virtual reality grootheden uit de werkelijkheid te meten, in dit
geval nauwkeuriger dan de gebruikelijke methode. Ook laat het onderzoek
zien dat de bibliotheek hierbij dienst kan doen.

Aan het eind van hoofdstuk 4 worden uiteindelijk de ervaringen besproken
van het gebruik van een Tiled Display bij verschillende colleges die in het
klaslokaal gegeven zijn. Docenten van natuurkunde, informatica, wiskunde,
aardwetenschappen, scheikunde, biologie, bewegingswetenschappen en tand-
heelkunde hebben het display ingezet bij hun colleges. De grote maat en hoge
resolutie van het display waren hierbij erg nuttig, alsmede de mogelijkheid
om meerdere zaken tegelijk te kunnen laten zien. Verder werd het display
voornamelijk gebruikt voor presentaties, afbeeldingen en films. Het college
Computer Graphics gebruikte het display veel aktiever. Hiervoor zijn
demonstraties opgezet waarmee de verschillende principes uit de computer
graphics duidelijk worden uitgelegd.
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Dankwoord

Mijn werk aan virtual reality kende een hoop sterke en zwakke momenten.
In het begin bestond de uitdaging uit veel leren en zien waar plaats was
voor nieuw onderzoek. Dit is een veel minder bewust proces dan ik eerst
verwachtte, en de grote hoeveelheid verschillende onderwerpen laat in het
proefschrift nog haar sporen achter.

Ongeacht de onderwerpen, ongeacht de tijd en ongeacht alle andere dingen
waar ik mee bezig was tijdens het onderzoek en later het schrijven van het
proefschrift, ik kon altijd rekenen op de onvoorwaardelijke steun van mijn
ouders. Dit was ongetwijfeld niet altijd makkelijk, want ik wilde alles tegelijk.
Het onderzoek, het proefschrift, mijn bedrijf, enz.

Mijn begeleider, Hans Spoelder, wist bij onduidelijkheid altijd zonder veel
woorden kraakhelder aan te geven wat wel en niet belangrijk was, en ook
hoe zaken aangepakt dienden te worden. Dit kon betrekking hebben op het
onderzoek, maar ook op het communiceren met anderen, het uitleggen, en het
voeren van discussies. Hij geloofde in visualisatie, meten in virtual reality, en
in de onderzoeken die ik deed. Altijd diplomatiek en vol hoop en passie keek
hij naar de toekomst, maar dit kon hem niet helpen bij zijn gevecht tegen
kanker. Hans, bedankt voor de hulp, passie en het juiste voorbeeld.

Na het overlijden van Hans Spoelder, en gedurende de lange periode van
schrijven en corrigeren na het onderzoek had ik voornamelijk contact met
Henri Bal en Ivo van Stokkum. Hen wil ik hartelijk bedanken voor steun
en begeleiding, met name bij het schrijven van mijn proefschrift. Als ik het
even niet meer zag zitten, als ik te druk bezig was met mijn bedrijf, of op een
andere manier mijn aandacht niet meer bij het schrijven had kon ik van Ivo
of Henri een emailtje of telefoontje verwachten om me eraan te herinneren
dat het proefschrift afgemaakt zou worden.

Also, I wish to thank Luc Renambot, our department’s postdoc, without
whom a lot of work could not have been done. Luc, thanks for a lot of help
and for swallowing my attitude when things wouldn’t go as well as they were
anticipated.

In de laatste maanden van onderzoek mag dank aan Tom van der Schaaf
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en Michal Koutek niet ontbreken. Tom heeft in feite de vlag overgenomen
en is verder gegaan met het ontwikkelen van Aura II en het Tiled Display,
en Michal wist altijd een kritische blik op mijn werk te werpen (welke ik
uiteraard pas later kon waarderen).

Michiel, Zsofi and Kate, it was always good to spend time with you. I
remember various lunches, coffee- or smoking breaks where we discussed our
world’s problems, and of course solved them. We should do that again some
day.

Buiten het onderzoek waren Garbrand, Jasdev, Emma, Michiel, Nukhet,
Paul en Carola altijd bereid voor de broodnodige filmavondjes, feesten en
levensbeschouwingen.
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